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PREFACE

This is a review ãrticle, or rather a commented summary, of

L.Ja. Balonov & V.L. Deg1in: SIux ¿ reð' domi-
nantnogo 1 nedominantnogo pol-u3arij (Hearing and
speech in the dominant and non-dominant hemÍ-
spheres). Izd. "Nauka", Leningradskoe otdelenie,
Leningrad , I976.

The deeper I got into this book and the problems it raised,
the more aware f became that it demanded an understanding of
matters beyond straightforward neurolinguistics. I frequently
had fô seck nrnfessional heln fnr ¡he¡kìno dê+ãi ì s under
discussion. The material \das not readily available to the
Iayman having only specialist l-iterature at his disposal. In
working out the text I have ttrerefore repeatedly had to bother
other people in my search for information and referenceg.

ciacomo d'E1ia, professor of psychi atry at Linköping
University, has been especially helpful. Hê reâd the whole
manuscript in its first complete draft and made a number of
amendmenÈs and suggestions. Moreover, he also read an earlier
version of the first half of the article and commented
extensively at different points. ln fact, Section 2 of this
review is basect primarily on d'Elia's coments. I wish to
express my sincerest gratitude not only for his permission to
let me include Ìris comments on the earlier draft, but al-so for
his patient and self-sacrificing work in helping the Iäyman to
understãnd a little of what psychiatric medicine really is
about.

Sidney VJood, linguist, phonetician and collaborator in
another research project of míne, also contributed con-
síderably to the final form of the review in brushing up my

English and in advísing me on matters of phonetics and
neuropsychology.

Barbara Prohovnik, speech pathologist of Jönköping Regional
Hospital and formerly assistant of general linguistics at Lund
University, participated during the initial stage of outlining
the article. Her influence is traceable in many places, above
atl j,n sections 7, 8 and 9.
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I would also like to thank Robert Bannert, Christina
Dravinð, Merle Horne, Mona Lindau-Webb, Anders Löfgvist and
Peter Silfverskíöld for assisting me at different points. The
article has finally benefitted from comments on presentations
of the material I gave at the Linguistics Departments of
Göteborg and Lund Univereities.

Of course, none of the people mentioned can be held
reaponsíble for the way I Ì¡ave used their suggestions and re-
ferénces,

Vlhile editing vrhat \^ras int-ended to be the final version of
this article, I rras fortunate to get accesÊ to Traugott (f979)
(on ínternational loan by courtesy of the Lenin Library,
Moscow). fhis book, co-authored by Balonov and Deglin,
provides clarifying insights. I have been able to include
some of this information in the text, but lack of time
prevented me from making further amendments. For thís reason
gome minor inconsietencies may appear now and then.

The theory, practice and ethíc6 of electroconvulsive
therapy (ECT) are discussed in later sections. For the
meantime, the follov¡ing definitions.will be useful. In ECf,
an electrical stimulation is applied to the brain ín order to
induce an epíleptic seizure (an uncontrofled discharge of
epileptic activity through the neurons of the braín). It is
ueed in the treatment of depression and schizophrenia. T]le
etimulation may be bilateral (to seizure the entire braín) or
unilateral (either to seizure one hemisphere, as Balonov and
Deglin obviously have aimed at, or to initiate a seizure that
spreads to the entíre brain, as in Western psychÍatric
practice). À grand ma1 is a global or generalized seizure
that affects the entire brain. A focal seizure is timited to
a loca1 area of the brain only. Petit mal- seizures are very
brief and not fol-lowecl by muscular convul-sions. An abortive
seizure ís epileptic activity that subsides without building
up to seizure level.
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].. FT'NCTTONAL SPECIALTZATION AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Tt is nowadays generally accepted that functional speciali-
zation of the hemispheres is one of the most important
principles underlying the organization of the activity of the
human brain. T1ìe. Iast decades Ìrave presented us with a number
of studies concerning the question of lateralization in
relation to different aspects of thinking and behaviour. Such
studies have been carrie<1 out by scientists from a wide range
of disciplines - not only neuropsychology, psychology, and
psychiatry, but also linguistics, sociology, and education.
fhe main focus in most of these studies has bèen the rofe of
the dominant vs. the non-d.ominant hemisphere in speectl
production and, noL least, speech pereeption. worth
mentioning is research on heari.ng in brain damage (Buffery
1974), on the resul-ts of stimulation and extirpation of
structures of the teft and right hemispheres (Penfield &

Roberts 1959), experimenLaLion wilh dichoLic listening
technigues (Kimura 1967r Studdert-Kennedy 1974 & I975), work
with "split-brain" patients (Sperry 1964' 1966; Gazzaniga &

LeDoux 1978; Zaidel 1978), wada technique testing (Wada &

Rasmussen f960) and various studies of the bioelectrical
activity of the human brain (ealin & ornsteín f972).

fhese investigations, together with experience from \¡/ork

with aphasics, have given us a relatively good picture of the
specializations of the hemispheres wíth regard to clifferent
linguistic functions. But it should sti1l be kept in mind
Èhat our understanding of brain functioning and our knowledge
of neurological correlätes to cognitive functions is very
fragi I e .

T'he recent investigations of the roles of the dominant an<]

the non-dorninant hemispheres in speech and hearing by the
Soviet psychiatrists Lev Jakovleviå Balonov and Vadim L'vovid
Deglin is an interesting and challenging contribution to this
field, partly because of its content but above all because of
the unusual technique used for eÕllecting data. In many wðys

the book reports phenomena that are, at least prima facie,
sensational. In addition there are numerous intrigu.ing
proposals regarding linguistic functions and their
neurological correlates that are vtorthy of discussíon.
Unfortunat-eIy, the authors arê often very parsimonious in



reporting their primary data. Conseguently, it is not a1t^¡ays
easy to check the credibility of their claims and statements,
which have to be taken at face vaIue. And even if they are,
one is left r^tith many questions unanswereil - e.g. ho\"/

reliable are the conclusions, Ìrow can overinterpretation of
the data be detected, Ì¡ow can suspicions of dishonest
improvement of the resul-ts be rejected, are the authors at
times ignorant of other recent research findíngs or a.re they
evading certain issues? It is possible that Roman ilakobson
(Jakobson & Waugh 1979, 32¡ Jakobson 1980) has exaggerated
the irnportance of Balonov's and Deglin's research by claiming
that it has given us "the deepest and most con6istent insight
into the speech anil hearing capacities of the two hemíspheres"
(Jakobson & !Íaugh 1979, 32r. On the other hand, since eueh
approval has been accorded to this leork, it is only right to
take a closer look at it.

Balonov's and Deglin's book presents the results of a

decade of systematic research on the respective abilities of
the hemispheres of the braín to process auditory stinuli
independently of each other. The authors are psychiatrists at
the Skvorcov-Stepanov Psychiatric Hospital in Leningrad. As
routíne medical treâtment they have adminietered unilateral
electroconvulsíve therapy (EcT). This method has replaced the
older bilateral therapy in the tast lO-15 years, because it
fessens undesirable side-effects. One consequence of
unílateral ECT observed by Balonov and Deglin is that after
the treatment the patient regularly exhibits behavioural
symptoms resembling s]¡mptom6 in patients suffering from brain
damage. According to the authors the affected hemisphere is
so to speak svritched off for up to 30 minutes after unilateral
ECT while the contralateral hemisphere remains conscious.
Such obeervations would not have been possible in the West,
where ECT is only administered in order to produce an
epiläptic seizure of the grand ma1 type and where,
furthermore, the treatment is not carried out \^rithout
premedication and general anaesthesia. Balonov and Deglin, on
the other hand, apparentl-y induce focal or unilateral
sei.zures, which are considered to have lor4rer therapeutic
efficacy, at least in the treatment of depressive states.
From an ethical point of view this is therefore a dubious
enterprise, Moreover, ECT treatment vrithout general
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anaesthesia may cause thê patients traumatic sensations of a
very dreadful kind. The ethical guestion apart ( to be
discussed more thoroughly ín Section 2), such switching off of
one of the hemÍ.spheres for a period of time does seem to be a
possible undertaking. lt is evident that this in turn
provides a unigue opportunity to check aspects of lateralized
functional- special-izations of thê brain.

What Balonov and Deglin primarily have done j-s to test a

number of Ìr)4)otheses arising from earlier experimentation as
mentioned above. Of these, the experiments with split-brains
and the Wada technigue are most similar to Balonov,s and
Deglin's ECT tests. In principle, both approaches assume that
the functioning of one hemispere can be studied independently
nf {-}ra ô+}ìâr ßìrra¡ +L5+ AiçC^-^-t t ¡--,.:-!r-r arrY urs L¡u dttq u Lftel

higher cognitive functions really are differently represented
in the brain, the isolation of one hemisphere should heJ-p us
to determine more precisety the content of at least certain
specifíc Iínguistic functions. T,here are, however, a number
of difficulties connected \,/ith the aforementioned techniques.
First1y, the patients being tested are i11 and oftên exhibit
severe t)¡pes of brain damage. This means that even if
significant resul-ts are obtained from the tests, it cannot be
taken for granted that they are representative of the healthy,
undamaged brain, Balonov's and Deglin's patients, on the
other hand, suffer from mental disorders - they are classified
as either manic-depressives or schizophrenj_cs. There is
nothing to indicate that â mental disorder shoufd affect the
very Ioca1i-zation of linguistic or other higher functions in
the brain, although the disorder itself may be due to
localized functional deficits.

Be this as it may, the positive interest allotted to
neurosurgical experiments in pharmacological extinction of one
of the hemispheres - so-caÌled pharmacological hemi-
spherectomy, cf. Wada & Rasmussen (1960) - ls highly exag-
geratêd ðt least from a linguistic point of view. The Wada
technique is a procedure for anaesthetizing a single brain
hemisphere by ínjecting a sotution of sodium ðmytal
(a¡nobarbital, barbamite) into one of the carotid arteries,
vessels supplying the respective hemispheres with bloo<l. As a
result- of the injection the patient becomes totally deprived
of activity in that hemisphere wtrile retaining normal activity
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in the non-drugged hemisphere. The technique is used
primarily for establishing language dominance prior to
neurosurgical intervention. For both this and for ethical
reasons it is not used on healthy brains or healthy
Ìremiepheres. Àctual-ly, the technique is of relatively
restricted value for a number of reasons, above all because of
the st¡ort duration of the anaesthetized state, which normalJ-y
Iasts no more tt¡an a minute. 1fhe period can be prolonged
considerably with a stronger dose, but the danger of incurable
darnage increases proportionately. conaeguently, the
possibilities for detailed analysis of any linguistic function
are extremely small-; the most one can achieve is to check the
patient's abilÍty to identify linguistically a few central-
Iexical items.

More interesting to the linguist are the ínvestigations
perforrned on split-brain patients \^¡ith the aid of dichotic and
monaural lístenÍng or by exploiting the individuaL visual
fielde. Split-brafn surgery, or conmissurotomy, is a

technÍgue for cutting the corpus callosum, a bundle of fibres
connecting the two hemispheres, aa a treatment for intractable
epilepsy, It seems that the patient really is relieved fro¡¡
epileptic attacks without being severely changed in
intel-Iigence, personality or general behaviour. However,
after the intervention the patient posse€rses, as it were, two
separate and independently functioning braine in place of the
former cerebral complex. Tìe investigator can ascertain the
lateral specialization of a number of irnpressive linguistic
functions by using dichotic Iistening experirnents to enaure
that the subjects receive verbal information in only one
hernisphere. However, it should be pointed out from the very
beginning that Èhe results obtaíned from split-brains, just
like corresponding data from studies of aphasics, should be
accepted with caution. Both epilepsy and brain damage can
result in a reorganization of language functions ín the brain.
It has been reported that split-brain patients reveal
Iinguistic ability in their right hemisphere that we do not
usually expect in a normal brain - cf. Gazzaniga & LeDoux
(1978). One possible reason for this ís that the right
hemisphere has developed compensatory functions to replace
thoae lost or damaged as a result of the epilepsy itself or as
a conÊequence of the intervention, For ECT, on the other
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hand, the likelihood of a compensatory Iinguistic function
appearing in the non-dominant hemisphere is very smatl.

Our understanding of lateral specialization to date is
mainly based upon studies of patíents wíth unilateral lesions
and cerebral disconnections. Attempts have been made to
repeat the studies on normal braíns by measurS-ng electri.cal
activity (calin & Ornstein 1972) or blood ffow intensity
(Lassen, Ingvar & Skinhlj L978). By and 1ãrge these studies
seem to confirm the results obtained from pathological
research. It is therefore generally accepted today that the
hemispheres are specialized for working with different
materials, so that, in t¡4>ical right-handers, language and
arithmetic depend primarily on the l-eft hemisphere, while the
right hemisphere is specialized for patterns, spatial
relationships and musíc. This could irnply that ultirnately the
hemisphereg differ in cognitive style, the left hemisphere
opêrating in an anaJ-ytic, logical manner, and thè right
hemlsphere in a hofistic, synthetl-c, gestalt way.
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2. ELECTROCONVI]LSTVE THERAPY

Às indicated âbove the choice of technique for investigating
henispheric lateralization is highly problernatic both for
ethical and for theoretical (methodological) reasons. In
order to properly eval"uate the book under review ít is
therefore necessary to scrutinize electroconvulsive therapy as
a techníque and ag medical treatment.

ECT is a cover term for a variety of separate method6, that
differ according to placenent and size of the electrodes,
amount of electrical energy supplied, voltage and duration of
the stimulation, and direction and freguency of the pulses
(WeÍner 1979r. Whatever the method selected the uftimate goal
is to induce an epile¡Ëic seizure of so-cal-1ed grand mal type,
i.e. a generalized geizure manifestedl by tonic (continuous)
and clonic (intermittent) bilateral fits. It is generally
held that it is precísely this generalized seizure that has
the benevolent antidepressant effect (Ottosson 19601 d'Elia
197O; Galin 1976; Fink 1979). It ís to be observed that
chemically inélucedl grand mal seizures also have the same
positive therapeutic effect. Ylhat makes psychiatrists
generally prefer electrically induced seizures seems to be the
fact that they are the easiest to administer.

In tradítional bilateral ECT large plate or sponge
electrodeE are placed on the templea at each side of the skull
and the eurrent is ewitched on, the stimulation immediateJ-y
causing the patient to lose consciousness, At the same time
certain parts of the brain, the diencephalon and the
hyppocåmpus, having the lovlest seizure threshold, are
stimulated to epileptic actÍvity. This spreads very quickly,
in a second or fess depending on the technigue, to the whole
braín including the cortex. Muscular convulsions dominate the
clinical picture. the convulsione begin with tonic muscular
contraction, gradually passing over into clonic spasms
decreasing in atrength and successively levelling out. T,lxe

seizure itsel-f, brought about as a tlirect consequence of the
electrÍcal stímulation, Iasts for 30-60 seconds, ând the t$¡o
pÌ¡ases, the tonic and the cì-onic ones, are of approximately
the same iluration. After such a grand mal seizure the patient
ie in a comatose state, i.e. he is unconscious to the extent
that he does not react to pain, at least not during the first
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minutes following stimulati-on. After a while he begins l--o

move his arms and his legs and eventually opens his eyes.
Still 1O-I5 minutes after the treatment the patient is muddled
and confused. By the end of this period, 20 minutes after the
initial stimulation, the patient is usuall-y capable of
understanding questions.

After unilateral stimulatíon the picture is by and large
the same, the outcome being a grand ma1, tonic-clonic,
bilaterally symmetric seizure just as after bilateral
stimulation. However, by placing the electrodes on only one
side of the sku1l a number of advantåges appear, e.g. a
smaller amount of electrical energy is probably supplied to
the brain, the comatic state following the treatment is
shal,lower, and side-effects such as long-term memory impair-
ment, confusion and headache are minimized, especially if the
stimulation is given to the non-dominant hemisphere (¿'Stia
I97O E 1974 t Cl]¡ma 1975 ) , Unilateral non-domi-nant
stimulation is therefore, at least in Sweden, recommeniled as
routine convulsive treatment of endogenous depression.

Many pat-ients are apprehensive and anxious before
treatment, in part because of the overwhelmingly negative
reports of ECT in Èhe 1ay press. Care is therefore taken to
prepare the patient psychologically. He al-so gets pre-
anaestheti-c medication about half an hour before the treatment
and the treatment itself is performed under anaesthesia.
Before the electrical stimulation the patient is given
muscular rel-axation, and oxygen is administered during the
treatment until spontaneous breathing starts again. The

amount of current used is kept lirninal.
It is evident that unilateral EcT performed in this \,ray

cannot be eguated with Wada testing as a method for
neuropsycholoqical investigation" A global epileptic seizure,
no matter whether it Ïras been produced by bilateral or
unilateral stimulation, inactivates both hemispheres. Tt
should be added that d'E1ia & Perris (1970. 19ff.) found no
sígnificant EEc differences in post-seizure activity between
the two kinds of treatment. T'here was, however, a higher
integrated voltôge on the stimulated side during the first
minutes after the end of the seizure. fhe stimul-ated side
also showed a slight têndency to be more disorganized in
unj,fateral treatments. Otherwise the abnormality of
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post-seizure activity was equal for the two hemispheres in aII
treatment methods.

Unfortunately Balonov and Deglin give very scanty ín-
formation about their own stimulation methods. Their de-
scription of bilateral treatment is by and large in agreement
with what can be found in d'Elia (f97o) and Fink (1979), the
main sources for what has been outlined above. Ì{ith regard to
unilateral treatment, on the other hand, the description is
tlif ferent.

fhe clinical picture of Balonov's and DegI-in's unilateral
treatment has the fotlowing characteristics. The coma is
shallo$rer than in biläteral treatment. Respiratory arrest is
considerabl,y less frequent in unil-ateral treatment - 20t of
the cases as opposed to 70t in bilateral treatment.
Spontaneous breathing starts again usually alreôdy during the
clonic phase. Most likely oxygen is not given during the
treatment. This is a çtuess, which is, hohrever, indirectly
confirrned by Traugott (1979, 150 ) , \¡"Ìrere the respiratory
arreat following unilateral EcT is not considered to
constitute a complication of the treatment! spontaneous
breathing will usually be regained by itself or can other\4tise
be easily restored hrith the aid of manual or "mouth-to-mouth"
artif icial respiratíon

Brain stem reflexes are Ìess suppressed in unilateral
treatment and return more guickly than in bilateral ECTr some

brain stem refl,exes do not become suppressed at all. fhe sup-
pression disappears some\.rhat more slowly after left than after
right hemisphere stimulation.

the convulsive muscular movments are less outspoken than in
bil-ateral treatment. In 7Ot of the cases they occur mainly on
the contralateraÌ eide of the body. fhis information suggests
that incomplete seizures were induced (cf. lrleiner 1979, 1514).
Rudimentary spinal reflexes do not occur at all. Immediately
âfter the end of the seizure hemiplegia can be observed., which
is guiekly transformed into transient heníparesis of the
extremities contralateral to the st,imulated side of the brain.

Conscioueness is usually lost at the moment when the
current is switched on. After right-sided treatment it
returns more easily and is completely restored earlier than
after left-sided stimulation. Sometimes consciousness can
persist even during the beginning of the seizure, with
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adversion of t-he patient's bead at the culmination of the
seizure but often returns again before the end of the clonic
phase, Accor<iing to d'EIia (personal communication) this
description is compatibl.e with so-called dissociated seizures,
which from a medical point- of view are highJy unclesirable and,
in the Vlest, usually avoided with great success.

Orientation is regained in 422 of all right-sicled
treatments within 5 minutes of the end of the convulsions. In
eft-sidecl treatment, on the other hand. consciousness is lost

aJ rea<1y before or simult-aneously with the stðrt of the
convulsions, and never returns before the encl of the
convufsions. Quickly regained formal orientation, i,e.
within 5 minutes of the end of the seizure, is observed only
in.4å of the left-sided treatments,

A course normally consisted of 8-12 treatments, three times
a week with an i-nterval of 48 hours between the treatments.
No psychopharmacoJ-ogical medication was given from the day
before treatment and no anaesthesia before ECT. All this
means that Balonov's ancì fieglin's seizures cannot be comparecì
with Western experience, where the use of premedication,
anaesthesia, muscle relaxation and oxygenation provide
radically different conditions.

Nothing is said about the ECT apparatus. The only
information given is thôt the electric stimulations were
administered with the aid of metaf electrodes two centimetres
in diameter. d'Efia (personal communication) points out that
these electrocles are rather smalI. The smaller ttÌe electrodes
ðre, the greater is the risk of inducing a focal seizure,
i.e. a seizure localized to a restricted part of the cortex
and not followed by a generalized seizure. However, it js
apparent from Traugott (I979) that So\/iet psychiatric
practice, contrary to v¡estern practice, actually aims to
induce hemispheric, focal seizures rather than generaJ,ized
l¡ilateral seizures. Ttìe authors of Traugott (I979, 13 )

expl icitly describe how the voltage and duration of t-he

st-imul-ôtion are indivicìually adjusted for each patient in
order to avoid a bilateral seizure.

T'he electrodes were pl,aced on the skull as indicated in
Figure I. Some treatments wére administere<l with other
placements as welI. The voltage for bilateral stimulation was
15?j 5 volts for a duration of O.59t o.O¡ seconds, .ãnd 165 t 2
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Figure I

placement of electrodes: (A)
) unilateral right treatment,

bilateral treat-
(C) unilateral left

volts for unilateral stimulation for a duration of 0.73t 0.02
seconcls (atI figures are mean values). Continuous EEG

monitoring showed that the seizured hemisphere $/as
non-functioning and that the non-seizured hemisphere was
functioning normally. This is an important point, since it
cannot be interpreted otherwise than that the authors
deliberately produce focal or unilateral (hemispheric)
seizures. Further evidence can be found in Traugott (1979,
67 ), where we are told that disturbances of consciousness
after thê induced unilaterat sei.zure are compatible with those
following foeal epilepsy.

fhe distance betvrêen the electrodes was IO-12 centimetres,
rather close according to d'Elia (personat communication).
Weiner (7979, 1514) points out that placing the electrodes too
close may result in a higher seizure threshold and skin burns.

Western psychiatrists emphasize that in their view the main
disadvantage of unilateral ECT is that it heíghtens the risk
of inducing focal seizures, which they insist have Iittle or
no therapeutic value. Another disadvantage, alarming in this
connection, is the fact thät unilateral- stimulation is more
likely than bilateral stimulation to resul-t in a ',missed"
seizure, i.e. the electric stimulation is not fotlowed by any
epileptogenic cerebral activity. Balonov and Deglin
explicitly report that they had ,,missed,, seizures.
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Unfortunately they do not say anything about what happened to
these cases subseouently. We do not even know if these
patì-ents were included in the investigations. It is to be
assumed, however, that they were not. A missed seizure is ð

dreaclful experience for the patients with pain, fear, and
panic; "following such an experience, tbey can rarely be
induced to have anothêr treatment" (fint 1979, 49). This is
one of the reasons why ECT without anaesthesia is considerecl
unethical by Western psychiatrists. The panic and the terror
of the patients subjected to missed seizures without
anaesthesia can even tead to death frora heart failure
(cf, Engel 1976 and Dimsdale 1977).

The information gÍven ín the book regarding the treatment
methods is not complete enough to allow a definite evaluation
of the investigations, Judging from the indications referreC
to above and from Traugott (1979) it cloes nevertheless seem
safe to conclude that Balonov and Deglin really have inducecl
dissociated, focal or unìlaferal seizures. Whether the brain
activity of their patients after such treatment can be equated
with that of Wada-tested patients cannot be checked, The
authors claim that the stimulated hemi,sphere was totally
incapacitated during the 15 to 25 minutes following the
convulsions, while the untreatêd hemisphere was fully
conscious during the same period. This was vrhen
investigations were mainly carried out. It might be added
that Traugott (1979) reports that about 2Ot of the unilateral
stimul.ations performed in Leningrad result in an abortive
seizure, i,e, epileptogenic ôctivity starts but fades away
again without developing even to just a focal seízure. The
clinícal picture of such an abortive seizure is characterízed,
according to Traugott (1979, 99), by not being followed by any
muscular convulsions or by only weak muscular fits.

l{hatever the final evaluation of their work may turn out to
be, ít is more than likely that Balonov and Deglin have causecl
their patients much unnecessary suffering during the
experì-ments.
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3. THE SUBJECTS

As a whole, Balonov's and Deglin's study is ambitíously
executed. Itrey first aim to determíne which aspects of the
human perception of sound that are lateralized and which are
not. f{rey then go on to map the specific role of the lêft
(dorninant) hemísphere in the perception of speech sounds. T'hê

next step is to depict the right (non-dominant) hernisphere and
its role in speech. After having studied aspects of the
neural- organization of the left hemisphere, they present an
ingenious picture of the collaboration between the hernispheres
with regard to their perceptual functions. Fína11y they
discuss psycho-acoustic syndro¡nes of the dominant vs. the
non-dominant hemispheres.

The investigation is based upon a total of Lo44
electrically induced seizures: 534 right-sided, 432
left-eided, and 78 bilateral. The seizures \^rere adminietered
to 150 subjects (119 female and 31 male) of different ages: I
less than 20 yearÊ of age, 87 between 2l-4O,49 beth¡een 41-60,
and 6 subjects more than 60 years old. 75 of the patients
!ìrere charêcterized as depressive, among which 53 were
manic-depressive and 22 involutionary. Ttre group as a wtrole
includled aII tn)es of melancholic, anxious, paranoic,
Ìrypochondriac and dysphoric syndromes. Thê remaining 75

subjects were said to suffer from schizophrenía: 14 from
"circular" schizophrenia, 3t hallucinations-paranoia, I
hebephrenia-catatonia, and 22 from schizophrenia simplex. All
schizophrenic patients exhibited secondary slmptoms of anxiety
or depression, which was the medical motivation for the
treatment \rith ECT.

All patients rrere clearly right-handed. All cases of
uncertain or right hernisphere ilominance had previously been
excl-uded, primarily usíng methods described in Subirana (1969)
and secondarily on indications drawn from the ECT as such.
Àccording to the authors left and domínant hemisphere on the
one hand and right and non-dorninant hemisphere'on the other
are therefore slmon]¡mous notions \^¡ith respect to the study
under review.

On the whole I believe the results obtained from the
investigatíon are reliable not only as regards the patients
investigated but also the generalization to the lateral
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specialization of i-ndividuals not sr-rffering from mental
di sorrJ ers . As incl ica-ted above one should not expect anl'
critical differences in lateral specialization between
mentally sick and healthy people, but \,rith respect to specific
lateral ized functions as such one cannot exclude the
possibility of significant differences between the two
categories. This makes proper evaluation of the study
troublesome. I trave become especially concerned about two
peculiarities in the authors' selection of subjects: the t14:e
of syndromê and the sex of the patients.

Balonov and Deglin have Civj.ried their subjects into two
groups of 75 patients suffering from manic-depressive or
schizophrenic syndromes respectively. They do not, however,
+-l I r.rLr' +L^!' Lrt'^ Ä^^iÀ^^ ^* !!l^ r¡-.i^i^*Yvrrf Lr¡Lt ¡¡u urvaÞfvtt. vrtc rcdÞgrt

could have been that they wanted the subjects to be as
homogeneous as possible. Another and perhaps more plausible
purpose might have been a desire to check for any detectable
differences in lateralized cognitive functions between the two
groups of patients. For example it has recentfy been proposed
that certain types of manic-depressive syndromes might have
their origin in right hemisphere dysfunctions and that
schizophrenic syndromes might ultimatel-y depend on left
hemisphere deficits ( cf. Gruzelier & Flor-Henry 1979 for
extensive information and further references). Ba.Ionov and
Deglin do not comment upon such contingent differences. fhis
can be interpreted in tv/o ways: either they have found no
differences or they have found differences but for some reason
choose to conceal the results. In either case the failure to
comment is disturbing,

In connection wlth the guestion of functional brain
asymmetry in thê regulation of emotion a most surprising
outcome of Balonov's and Deg1in's experiments must be
mentioned. When the patient has regained consciousness (five
minutes or so after unilateral EcT) but is still deprived of
activity in the treated hemisphere, he is in approximately 50*
of the instances after right hemisphere treatment in very good
mood. fríendly, optimistic, even euphoric, but after left
hemisphere treatment bad tempered, dysphoric, anxious or
depressed. The fact that different emotions are asscciated
with eðch hemisphere has been recognized eðrIier. Different-
emotional stðtes have been noticed as reactions to brain
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damage (cainotti 1972) anit in experiments with Wada testing
(Terzian 1964). Ttrere has been much speculation concerning
the grounds (see especially Gruzelier & Flor-Henry 1979), Uut,
as far as I can te1l, no ready explanation has ever been
given. And, of course, I do not demand a neat explanatÍon
from Balonov and Deglin either. But with regard to the
general relationship betrreen speeeh disturbances and states of
mind on the one hand and J-inguístic deficíencies and meRtal
dieorders on the other, one would have expected a discussion
of the phenomenon. Balonov and Deglin are content vrith
reporting their observations and saying no more.

The second point concerns the sex of the patients. There
is a considerable preponderance of v¡omen among the subjects,
which excl-udes every poesibility of elucidating any difference
betlreen tÌ¡e 'aexes in tlT)e or degree of linguistic or other
higher cognitive lateralized functions. Tlte authors aeem to
be unarÀrare of the significance of the guestion, in spite of
the fact that there are striking dissimílarities bet\¡reen men
and women both with regard to mental disorders and to
Iinguistic ability (cf. Taylor & Marsh 1979 and Buffery & cray
1972). From a linguistíc point of view only, one can cite
differenceg in language production. Girls, for example,
generally acquire language earlier and more efficiently than
boys at all levele of granunar: phonology, syntax and lexicon.
Boys and men, on the other hand, are more frequently afflicted
by language disturbancee, stuttering and dyslexia. Such
disturbances could of course be accounted for in terms other
than lateral specialÍzation, but there is evidence of
anatomical- sex differences in left-right asymmetríes in
aupport of the first option: the frontal operculum and the
temporal plane are consistently larger on tl¡e left than the
right side in males, and frequently smaller on the left side
in females. Wada, Clarke & Ha¡nm (1975) have suggested that
this finiling might be aasocj"ated with a right hemisphere
speech component in females, r¡rhích is absent or poorly
developed in males. Furthermore, Bradshaw & Gate6 (1978) have
recently founcl significant right visual field superiority in
vromen v¡ith respect to verbal tasks associated with decisions
of lexical nature, r¡rhere phonological and/or graphoJ_ogical
criteria are important. It is a serious weakness on thê part
of Balonov and Deglin that they have not consídered this
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question. On the otber hand, their neglect is understandable
due to the fact that patients of this type are predominantly
female.
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4. HOIV TO INDUCE APHASIA

As indicated in Section l- above, the book under review was

originally initiated by the authors' observation that their
patients often revealed aphaeic symptoms as a result of uni-
lateral ECT. In order to map the more partícular charac-
teristics of suctr disturbances Balonov and Deglin studíed a

great number of patients virith regard to linguistic abilitíes
during their recovery from unilateral ECT. No less than L23
subjects were investigated after 785 unilateral electro-
convulsive treatments (4O4 right-sidedl and 381 left-sided).
The behaviour of the patients was described with reference to
three distinct periods after the treatment, viz. the period
of diffuse oppression of the brain's functioning, the period
of inactLvation of one of the hemispheres, and, finally, the
period of residual features. Such a division is salient,
though, of course, the shift from one period to another is not
abrupt. Generally unilateral ECT has the follotring effects.

Àfter left-sided treatment speech is lost immeiliately the
current has been sq¡itched on, i.e. even before the seizure
has been released and also in such cases where no epileptic
activity at all is índuced. Immediately after the seizure
there Ís total aphasia, speecÌ¡ and other vocal activities
disappear together with the understanding of speech and
gestures. Ttre first reactions to verbal address appear some

time after the convulsions have passed. NormäIly they consíst
in turning the eyes or head when the patient is called. There
are, Ïrowever, no sounds and no signs of understanding. Later,
the patient tries to pronounce wor¿ls but fails, clumsily
moving lips and tongue, making smacking noises, helplessly
opening anil closÍng the mouth. ftre first sounds utterêd are
either unsegmented distorted vowels or repeated syllables
(da tla da, ta ta ta, mí mi mi). Speechlike behaviour subse-
quently reappears as an indistinct murmuring where chains of
incomprehensibJ.e syllables can be discerned. The compre-
hension of simple instructions and the ability to name objects
is stíIl abêent. Later, when such abilities are returning,
the patient can obey just one instruction or name just one
object, whereupon everything goes wrong again. There is no
understanding of qrritten words, letters or numbers.
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After about 5 minutes and onwards, when the righr-
hemisphere has recovered full activity, global aphasi-a i.s very
rare. The patient has widened his verbal ability some\n/hat,

utters singJe r¿ords on request, and recognizes where he is.
There is still no spontaneous speech or just a fev¡ single
words, particles or short phrases. The patient pays no
attention to the speech around him, does not react immediately
on address, ?ras to be reminded repeatedty to stick to the
conversation and yet loses the thread. He has access to words
only with difficulty and exertion, and pronounces them with
effort, in bursts. Comprehension of verbal commands and
naming ability are dramatically impaired. His speech is
characterized by perseverations, echolalia, obscenitj-es and
verbal paraphasias.

On the whole the picture of the patient's condition when
the left hemisphere is functíonaI1y incapacitated resembles a

mixed motor and sensory aphasia. As recovery progresses the
patients often exhíbit purer symptoms of one or the other t)Þe
of aphasia. These may persist for as long as 30-40 minutes
aftêr the treãtment. As a rule the disturbances disappear
completely duri-ng the residuaÌ period, though features of
sensory-amnesic aphasia are present now and then.

Af+-er right-sided ECT the speech difficulties are fewer ancl

cìifferent comparetl to teft-sided treatment. Occasionally
speech is maintained even during the convulsions and

disappears only at the culmination of the seizure. Ä total
absence of speech ancl vocal reactions lasts for a relatively
brief period of time. Sensory and motor aphasic symptoms are
rare and when they occur they are weakly expressed. It
happens that the patients try to ansh'er questions or name

objects when tÏìe trismus of the mastícatory muscles still
remains and clonic spasms are still being repeated.

T'he most characteristic fèatures of the disturbances after
a right-sided seizure comprise changes in voice timbre and
intonation. Aphonia, different forms of dysphonia antl
phonasthenia are often present. Some patients exhibit a <1u11

or hoarse voice, others are disrupted, breathless or shri11,
yet otbers acquire a nasal twang in the voice that lends their
speech a characteristic snuffling. The rhythmic and melodic
features of the speech are disturbed: the voice is
alternately now dutl and low, now exäggeraÈedly high-pitched
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and whining. Some patients stutter and pronounce the \4rords
with forced exhalation. Word stresses (note that word stress
in Russian is highly phonemic) and phrase accents are often
assigned to non-stressed syllables, anil intonational contours,
emotÍonal figures and logical accenta are misused. The speech
is generally índistinct and monotonous. On the other hand the
verbal activity is high, even heightened as compared to the
normal behaviour of the patient. Immediately after the
seizure there is a tendency to echol,alia and verbose
perseverations.

Right-síded ECT is often accompaniecl by an inability to
Ìocalize the source of sounds in space. The patients
desperately turn their heads to find where the sound is coming
from. No matter \^rhere the source in fact is, the patient
invariably ends up with locating it to the side of the
incapacitated hemisphere, thus ignoring the left aural fieldl.
It is interesting to notice that a similar dÍsregard of the
left vieual field has been observed in patients with organic
brain damage in the right hemisphere. T'he orientation
impairment normally lasts only a couple of minutes.

Íhe disturbancea after right hemisphere treatment reported
ao far a1l refer to the period of diffuse oppression of the
brain. Oncê the left half-cerebrum has regained fulI activity
there are usually no aphasíc symptoms. Most tasks such as
naming objects and understanding instructions are sustained
nithout any particular difficulties. Speech activity Ís
markedly strengtl¡ened, though Ít does not l-ead to logorrhoea
as is frequently the case after left hemísphere seizures. The
patíent is much more talkative than under normal cir-
cumstances, and hie speech abounds in comments and wordy
effusions. For example a patient presented with a spoon for
identification ans\,rered! "You think I don't know ìrhat it is,
but I'11 tell you that that thing is a spoon, it's a
tea-spoon, a little spoon you use to stir the tea,,. The
patients are exaggeratedly social, butt into conversations
without invitation, corunent upon the behaviour of other people
present, ask questions and offer advice without being asked
for ít. Àt the same time the voice is still intonationally
deviant: snuffling, nasal or phonasthenic. During the
residual period the intensified talkativity fades away. The
voice can, however, still- be monotonous \rith a slight note of
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nasa Iity.
trhe picture given above refers to a single unilateral-

seizure. T'hê pattern of recovery changes, however, with
repeâted treatment. T-Ìte motor aphasia and dyskinesia symptoms
increase markedJ,y in relation to the fluent aphasic s)zmptoms
after repeated left-síded stimulations. If the series is
continued long enoughr prosody is impaired as hrell. A series
of ten treatments is sufficient to produce long-lasting
aphasic impairments, usually almost exclusively of the motor
type. Right-sided stimulations also produce a different
pattern when repeated. The distortions of voice timbre and
intonation groìr v¡orse at the same time as aphasic disturbances
ãppear more frequently. After ten treatments in succession
50t of the patÍenÈs exhibit aphasic sl¡mptoms, usually grave
dyskinesia, even if the seizures have been administ.ered
exclusively to the right hemisphere.
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5. HEMTSPHERIC VERBAL DISTURBANCES

An unepecified nu¡nber of the experiments designed to map

verbal dísturbances fo1lowíng the inactivation of one
hemísphere were carried out with a different placement of the
el-ectrodes as compared to the routine procedure (figure t).
One electrode was placed anteriorly on the temple and the
other one just in front of the ear as indicated in Figure 2.
Evidently the placement of the electrodes was chosen primarily
to affect Broca's area, thus checking \rthether aphasic
dieturbances woutd accordingly change in character. Indeed,
they dlidl. sl¡mptoms of verbal apraxia and dyskinesia increased
dramatícally in frequency after left-siiled ECT, while slzmptoms

of sensory aphasia decreased al¡nost as much. The frequency of
motor aphaeia, on the other hand, was approximately the same

ae before. Combined with this different pattern the patients'
condition waa generally worae than other\¡,tise. Ttle alevelopment
of akinesic diEturbances waa evident already during the period
of diffuse changes. fhe patientÊ were completeLy passivized,
did not react to addressing of any kind, nor did they change
their posture or countenance. First after a long interval and
after repeated and urgent addressing r''as the patient able to
give singJ-e answera to queBtione, but vrith a low voice and
vrithout looking at the interlocutor. Worils were pronounced
without moving the lips and with minimal tongue movements,
which gave a slurred tone to the voice. fhe speech was slow
wíth long pauses betvreen the phrases, but the rrords rdithin the
phraees u¡ere nevertheless pronounced amoothly. In spite of
the obstruction of the speech muscles the speech as such
sounded fairly clear. Î'here wa6 no sign of paraphasia, but
single worde and, especially, phrases t¡ere often perseverated.
The patients tlæically exhlbited a peculiar kínd of echolalia,
beginning a reply with a repetition of thê last words in the
questlon or transforming the guestion into a declaratíve
utterance. Syndromes of verbal akinesia lasted for a

considerably l-ong period and continued also during the
residual stage, the patients being motionless, incollaborative
and tacíturn.

The syndrome of verbal akinesia was intimately connected
with general motor disturbances. In addition to this, a
peculiar chronological regressíon hras seen, which never
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Frequency of aphasic disturbances aft-er. uni-l,aterðl ECT
with different placement of electrodes. (A) forehead-
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zones of cortex maxirnally affected by the current.
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verbal akinesia, (4) chronoloqical reqression.
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occurred when both electrodes were applied to Èhe temple.
patient seeme<ì to go back in time. As an example, the
records for the patient å. .r" reproduced betow.

Patient ¿. 38-year old male engineer, diag-
nosed as mild schizophrenic. Sl¡mptoms after
Ieft ECT, fronto-temporal electrode location:

Time in minutes
after seizure Verbal behaviour

to No spontaneous speech. Laconic repJ-ies to
queations. Namês objects and carries out in-
structions with no difficulty. Vlhên asked
where he r^¡orks and what his occupation is he
says he is 23 years o1d and \"rorks as a car-
penter-asEembler in the Elektrosila factory.

I4 Situatíon-bound speech is free. To the same
question he now replies that he is 25 years
old, works as a carpenter at Elektrosila and is
taking an extrâmural course at the Moscovr Poly-
technic Institute. The year is L964 or 1967
and thê people present are teachers of the
Institute.

19 Converses freely.

The
two

He says he is 33 years old
engineer at the Svetlanaanil works

factory.
as an

35 At the physician's request he now gives his
correct biography: He is 38 years old; he
took emploltment at the age of 18 at Elektrosila
and later studied at the Moscow Polytechnic
Institute while continuing to work. On com-
plet-ing his studies he took a job as an engin-
eer at Svetlana. He has not worked the last
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t\Àto years because of illness. He categorically
denies what he said a few minutes earlier about
his emplol¡ment at Elektrosila. "I dídn't say
that. I worked at that factory in 1957, before
the Institute. "

After right hemisphere treatment:

Situation-bound speech j-s free. Ntrames without
difficulty, carríes out instructions correctly.
Says he is studing at the Polytechnic. Is at
the Institute now and is conversing with the
l-ecturers.

15 Speaks willingJ-y and !üith no difficulty. To
the guestion he nosr says that he is a pupil at
School 472. Volunteers the address of the
school. The persons present are teachers. He

identifies one of ttìe physicians as his ohrn

teacher.

30 Correct orientation in time änd space. He

knows that he is in hospital, recognizes the
physicians and names them correctly. He does
not recãIl and denies that he just took them
for lecturers of the Moscow Polytechnic
Institute and schoof teachers respectively.

Íhis type of chronological regression occurs more freguently
after right hemisphere seizure than after treatment on the
left side. According to Balonov and Deglin the phenomenon is
not simply a matter of remembering an earlier period of l-ife.
T'he regression includes also the stock of knowledge, va1-ues,

opinions and generaf intellectual orientation of the patient.
The syndrome is different from a certain type of retrograde
amnesia that can also develop after ECT. In such cases a

chunk of time, it may be some hours or even a couple of days
immediately preceding the treatment, disappears from memory

6
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but the patient never loses the awareness of his own age.
Moreover, a patient suffering from retrograde amnesia is quite
conscious of his deficit. In the chronological regression
depicted above the patient winds back to an earlier period in
time.

Furthermore, Balonov and Deglin claím that this chro-
nological regression ís something intrinsically differen! from
the type of "flash-backs" reported in Penfield & Roberts
(1959). Íhis seems to be a more dubious conclusion. Penfield
obtained his flash-back responses as follohrs. Since the brain
itself does not contain pain receptors, it is possible to
remove part of the skulI under local anaesthesia and
electrically stimulate the cortex, hrhiLe the patient re¡nains
fully conscious. Vùhen an electrode is inserted about one cen-
timetre into the cortex of thê superior surface of Èhe

temporal lobe and a gentle current is switched on, the patient
may experience something very similar to Balonov's and
Deglin's chronological regression. He returns to the pastt
s¡ome l-ong ago experienced situation is recall-eil to conscious-
ness and relived as it were here and now. When interviewed
afterwards. the patients assure that this kind of relivíng has
no resemblance to remembering. "Ingtead of that it is a

hearing-again and seeing-again - a lívíng-through moments of
past tíme" (penfièra & Roberts J_gsg, 521. At the same time
the patient is fully aware of the current situation, lying
strapped to the operating table anil êeparated from the surgeon
by a tent of surgical drapes. T'tie patient thus has double
consciousness. "He enters the stream of past and it is the
same as it was in the past, but r¡hen he looks át the banks of
the stream he is aware of the present as well", as Penfield
puts it with a reference to Heraclitus (Penfield & Roberts
1959, 43). This double consciousness, according to Balonov
and Deglin, is one of the decisive features differentiating
the Penfield fl-ash-backs as qualitatívely different from the
chronological regression they ttremselves observed. If we

assume, hor¡ever, that the loss of awareness of the present in
the latter case is a result of the ECT, there is no ilifficulty
in recognizing the similarity of the t\^ro reactions. An
alternative interpretation of Balonov's and Deglin's obser-
vation is then possible. It could very \deII be thaÈ the
superficial Iayers of the cortex, being more affecte¿l by the
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current than deeper structures, remain numb while the deeper
structures regaJ-n their activity. This would be consistent
\,eith similar phenomena in senile dementia ancl under hypnosis
in psychotherapy. It would also be easíer to understand why
Penfield's patients are surprised, even emotionally upset, by
their experience, whereas Balonov's and Deglín's patients
remain indifferent. This indifference ís brought for\¡rard by
Balonov and Deglin in support of their non-identity hypo-
thesis. Hol^¡ever, if their patients are deprived of awareness
of the actual present, why should they find the only available
reality remarkable? On the other hand, Penfield's patients
relive the past at the same time ãs they perceive the present,
and this must be an exceptionable experience. Note also that
Penfield's patients but not Balonov's and Deglin's remember
the sensation: the former but not the latter have active
superficíal- cortex where the sensation can be imprinted anew.

There are more differences, but one night suspect that they
can al-l be referred to the different techniques used to
provoke the responses. The very fact that Penfield stimulated
one limited locality in the cortex with a small electric
potential, whereas ECT disrupts the whole brain should lead us
to expect the seemingly different reactions. If indeed the
two kinds of chronological regressÍon are of basically similar
origin, implying that once imprinted paat experiences are
never totally wiped out but rather become overlaye¿l v/ith later
recordings, then Ralonov's and Deglin's findings are more
interesting than the authors themselves seem to reaLize. fhey
could ultimately lead to better understanding not only of
awareness as such but also of higher cognitive functions in
general - including language.
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6 HOIú EFFECTIVELY IS THE TREATED
HEMISPHERE INACTIVÀTED BY ECT?

If the hypothesÍs put forward here, ví2. that the chrono-
logical regression after ECT is due to activity reappearing in
the ¿leeper structures of the cortex while the surface is still
numbed, then a number of difficulties arise with regard to the
general evaluation of Balonov's and Deglin's resêarch. Às
noted in Section 2 Balonov and Degtin coneider ttte treated
hemisphere to be totalty incapacitated for a period of
approximately 15 minutes after right-sided ECT and 25 minutes
after left-sÍded ECT. In fact, they refer to this period as a
state of "temporary hemispherectomy' with reservation for
possible spreading of the seizure to the untreâted hemiephere.
Hov,tever, their only evidence for this claim is their inter-
pretation of the EEc recordings. The queetion then arises:
is tt really possible to drar¡ suclr far-reaching conclusions
from tl¡e EEG alone?

It is true that about five minutes after unilateral ECT the
EEc resembles normal al-pha-rhythm (waves of 8-l-3 cps) on the
untreateil siile, while there is high amplitude and low
frequency on the etimulated side, a waveform that is typical
of deep coma. It does not necessarily follo\" from this,
however, that the treated hemisphere is completely in-
activated. For one thíng, EEG primarily records electrical
activity in the cortical surface. It is irnpossible to tell to
wt¡at degree the activity of deeper structures, say 3-4 centi-
metres down in the cortex, ig efficiently recorded. Fink
(1979, 79) reports that a recognizable vísual eioked response
is elicited after ECT in subjects with tlpical petit mal
episodes in the EEG (a petit mal is a very brief seizure
followed by unconsciouEness but not convulsions). Fink's
observation suggests that not all cortical neurons participate
in seizure activity.

Moreover, the fact that different electrode locations
produce different reactions also indicates that the effect of
ECT is a matter of degree of deactivation rather than of
cornplete temporary tremispherectomy, It should be observed
that such differences were reflected in the EEG as well and,
furthermore, that stílL other distinct reactions were provoked
vúith a temporal-occipital location of the electrodes. In this
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case, aside from sensory aphasia there hrere also s]¡mptoms of
alexia, agraphia and visual agnosia. I'he side of the brain
treated also played a role. For example, after left-sided
stimulation thê ability to vrrite words and numbers becomes
obstructed, r¿hi1e the patient can stiIl draw given figures
such as a circle or a square. With a temporal-occipital
location of the electrodes on the l.eft side of the skull the
ability to draw figures may also be 1ost, while the ability to
write letters ãnd numbers remains unaffected. It might be
added that, according to Fink (1979, tl3ff. ), dífferent
electrode locations provoke different 1ong-Iasting memory
deficits \Àrithou,t affecting the antidepressant efficacy of ECT.
This fact is interpreted as evidence against the hypothesis
that the therapeutic effect of the ECT might be a secondary
phenomenon arising from the amnesia induced by the seizure.

It is thus clear that the location of the insult is of
significance with respect to different responses to hemi-
spheric ECT. This is consistent with resulÈs obtained from
studies of aphasics. Ho\.rever, aphasics are normally not
considered as being technically hemispherectomized. On the
other hand it is not settled whether the patient makes use of
the non-dominant hemisphere or of und.amaged structures of Èhe
domínant hemisphere when Ianguage is rêestablished after
global aphasia. There is evidence for both optíons. Be this
as it may, had hemispheric ECT caused a total blockage of the
cortical activity in the treated hernisphere, we should not
have expected any differences correlated to alternative
locations of the electrodes. lt must therefore be concluded
that a certain fevel of activíty remains in the affected
hemisphere during the entire oppression stage.

A further problem arises when we consider the nature of the
insul-t caused to the brain by ECT. In aphasia the
disturbances are primarily caused by fairly localized damage
to the cortex, while other areas remain organically though n()t
necessãrily functionall-y intact. Disturbances incluced by ECT,
on the other hand, come from two sources: biochemical
sequelae of the epileptic seizure and the electríc current as
such. I{e knor^¡ from Balonov and Deglin that the current alone
is responsibl.e for the initial loss of linguistic functÍons,
As noted in Section 4 this occurs prior to the seizure ðnd
also ín cases of a "missed" seizure. ÌJnfortunately, Balonov
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and Degtin do not teLl us if these patients regaíned l-anguage
after the current had been switched off or if the disturbances
persisted. It should be observed that Penfield, when sti-
mulating certain points in the speech cortex, induced aphasia,
but that speech returned as soon as the electrode was removed
(Penfielil L966, 229Íf.).

since the amount of current administered to the brain in
ECT is of quite another order than the gentle stimulation
given by Penfield, rr/e cannot be eure whether the disturbances
produced by ECT are prirnarily caused by the current or the
seizure. IVith respect to the striking similarities to aphasia
generally one would expect the current to be the maÍn factor
contributing to the dysfunctions. If so, however, chemically
induced seizureg would give a different picture. In fact, tÌ¡e
residual deficits in memory ãnd language production in such
casea are of the same type as tho8e following electrically
induced seizures, lrhich aeems Èo indicate the contrðry, viz.
that the seizure as guch ie a sufficient source for the
dísturbancee. However, other factors, such as higher blood
tension and hypoxía, i.e. lon content of oxygen in the blood,
have also to be conaidered. Further, it muBt be remembered
that the global seizuree induced in westêrn peychiatric
practice probably are not directly comparable with the
hemispheric eeizures induced by Balonov and Deglin.

It is at least plauaible that the specific deficits
followlng from different electrode locations are caused by the
current. In other words, the electrically induced local
irritatÍon ig comparable to local braÍn darnage in ordinary
aphasia. Ít¡ig would explain the similarity in behaviour
between aptrasice and EcT-treated patíents. on the other Ìrand,
even though certain activity in those parts of the brain not
directly affected by the current cannot be excluded, the
seizure itself produces such a dramatic molestation of the
brain's functioning, that an¡rthing resemblíng normal cognitive
behaviour is unlikely. Bâlonov and Deglin are ¿herefore no
doubt correct in interpreting ttre dominant delta-rhythm in the
EEG as Índicating â temporary inactivation of the treated
hemiaphere. Any residual neural activity in the cortex is too
sJ.ight to account for more than neglígible linguistic activity
after a left hemisphere seizure. Íhis putË us into a dilemma,
becauee we would expect the ECT-treated patients to exhibit
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symptoms more simil-ar to commissurotomies than to aphasics.
Tl. e miserable state of matters is that the right
(non-dominant) hemisphere of the split-brain patient is mute.
Normally the disconnected right hemisphere has no ability at
all to produce appropriate speech, no matter how welI
developed its capacity in Ianguage comprehension may be. Even
Gazzaniga's and Lelloux's patient P,S,, who was able, rvhile
arranging Ietter cards, to spe11 the names of objects flashed
to his right hemisphere via his left visual field, could not
pronounce a single word under the same circumstances
(Gazzaniga & LeDoux, 1978). Therefore we should not expect
any capacity of that kintl in Balonov's and Deglin's patients
eíther, and yet they speak. Often v¿ith difficulty, it is
true, but they speak.

In a most comprehensive comparative study of split-brains,
hemispherectomies, aphasics, chifdren of different ages and
normal adults Zaidel (1978) founcl the same gross pattern of
l.anguage abilities in aI1 populations. In brain damage there
ís eviclence that the right hemisphere may take over language
processing to a certain degree, but reluctantly. It is only
in early massive unilateral lesions that the non-dominant
hemisphere takes over all language functions (zaidel 1978,
265\. It is interesting t'o note that Zaidel's subject R.S., a

t5 year oL<i girl hemispherectomi,zed at the age of 10 with no
indication of linguistic transfer to the right hêmisphêre
before surgery, hatl severe difficulties in language
production, but her deficits did not resemble any of the
clinically identifiable t)æes of aphasia (zaiclèt I97A, 266).
Whatever this may imply, afl däta presented so far unanimously
suggest that the normal right (non-dominant) hemisphere lacks
the abitity to deal with speectr at a phonetic level, though it
has an apparent capacity to understand connected speech,
actually a lot more than Gazzaniga (L970) thought.

The assumption of the right hemisphere taking over language
production in aphasia originates from a study by Kinsbourne
( 1971 ) . Since Kinsbourne's investigation bears a certain
resemblance to BãIonov's and Deglin's research, it is relevant
to this dicussion. Kinsbourne exa¡nined three right-hande<1,
severely aphasic but far from speechless men. They had become
aptrasic through acute left hemisphere damage a relatively
short time before the investigation and there was no
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índication Ì.rhatsoever that any of them was relying on the
right balf-cerebrum for speech production prior to the injury.
All of them were gíven intracarotid amobarbital injections on
the left side, and two were subseguêntly Vlada-tested on the
right side of the brain. It turned out that the left-sided
injection did not produce the customary speech arrest in any
of the cases. Their speech abílity was largely unaffected by
the injection. T'he tvro right-sided injections, on the other
hand, resulted in a complete loss of vocalization. The
subjects remained ful1y conscious, \.rhich could be inferred
from motor responses to verbal instructions. Kinsbourne
ínterpreted tt¡ese results as indícating that the aphasic
speech wa6 progranmed by the right and previousJ_y non-dominant
hemisphere. He also offered an explanation, that there is a
bihernispheric potentialíty for Ianguage ( ttre sensorimotor
control at tl.e cortical level is complementary on the two
sides of the brain), \rhich permits the minor hemisphere to
gain Eome limited control over vocalization when the cortical
language area of tÌ¡e major hemisphere has been destroyed.

Appliecl to Balonov's and Deglin's ECT-treate¿l patients this
might mean that the untreated hemisphere temporarily take6
over the control of functional specialities from the
inactivated Ìremisphere and then gradually hands it back in
pace with. the increasing retrieval of the tost capacÍty. This
ís a neat explanation of the different behavíour of ECT-teeted
patients, aphasics and con¡nissurotomies respectively. It is
an attractíve explanation since it also seems to account for
the muteness of Èhe right Ìremisphere in split-brains.
Kinsbourne actually backs up his h.ypothesis with reference to
observed caees of developing language in the disconnected
right hemisphere, but as pointed out above this is an
exÈremely rare occurrence. Under normal circumstances the
right hemisphere remains mute. On the other hand, there is no
urgent need for the split-brain, as opposed to the aphasic, to
develop right henisphere speech. His problem as an individual
ís not centred in an abeoLute inability to speak - at 1êast
not once he has recovered from the acute disabíIities that
follow from thê intervention - but rather a question of how to
transfer ÍnformatÍon from the one half of the brain to the
other. As Sperry, Gazzaniga and others trave repeatedly
pointed out there are numerous other mean6 for doing this.
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Morover, it is only in controlled investigations that a single
hemisphere can be presented information not available to the
contralateral hemisphere. The occasions r^rhen a split-brain
patient really needs access to speech in his right hemisphere
are consequentl-y very rare.

T'hough this model is guite acceptable from a general point
of view, the absolute muteness of the rÍght hemisphere in
conmissurectomy contrasted with the relative ease of transfer
of vocal control to the right hemisphere in aphasi-a (and in
ECT-treated subjects if the above hypothesis is correct) still
constitutes a problem. A further complication arises from the
fact that the possibility of the right ?remisphere taking over
speech in aphasia is very much dependent upon the severity of
the damage, the age of the patient and the locus of the
lesion. ftris seems to indicate that there must be some
inhibitory factor involved as weIl. In view of the behaviour
of the split-brains, the functioning of the main commissure,
the corpus callosum, aeems to be a good candidate. The corpus
callosum night be likened to the chain of a bicycle or the
drive shaft of a car. No matter how well the pedals or the
engine are function,-ng, the h¡heels of the vehicl-e will not
turn, if the driving link is cut. It j.s the same with speech.
Without a link between the two hemispheres there will be no
speech initiated in the right hemísphere since speech as such
is located to the left hemisphere. Observe that this does not
mean that speech control is exclusively a matter of the left
hemisphere. Afthough the performance of speech might imply
such an aI1-or-none hemispheric specialization, the non-
performing hemisphere may \.rel1 posssess a knowledge of the \,¡ay
the performing hemisphere functions, a knowledge that makes it
possible for it to decide not only Í{hat the performing
hemisphere has to convey vocally but also how to <io it. Such
knowledge coul-d ultimately provide the right (non-dominant)
hemisphere vrith the capacity to control speech directly ín
case of disturbances in the performíng hemisphere. If this is
the case we can understand why Balonov's ancì Deglin's patients
react so differently to hemispheric ECT - from practícally no
traceable ileficits at all to global aphasia or total
disorientation and amusia respectívely. It will always tre a

question of how well equipped the complementary cortical
structures of the non-specialized hemisphere are to "under-
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stand" the functioning of the specialized structures of the
opposite hemÍsphere.

In passing, it is temptÍng to assume that such non-dominant
hemisphere control could be a major factor undertying second
Ianguage production for most people. Tttat is to sây, when
speakíng a foreign language rre Ïtave acquired as ôdults, rre may
largely rely on patterns imprinted in the right hemisphere and
Iinít left hemisphere control to such structures as are either
universal (i.e. conmon to all languages) or directly
transferable from the first (native) language to the second
Ianguage. Failures in second language production would then
comê from either badly or incorrectly imprinted patterns in
the right Ìremíephere or from patterns controlled by the left
hemisphere, mistakenly taken to be common to both the first.
and the second lânguage (interference proper).

It shoul-d finally be underlined thât the model proposed
here is supported by neurologicàI data. fhese will not be
gone into no\r. Íbe interegted reader is referred to Gesch\^rind
(I974) for direct inforrnation and extensive further
references. The paper "Disconnexion Syndromes in Animals and
Man" (Geschwind l-974, l-05-236) is especially infor¡nåtive with
regard to the specific roLe of the corpus calloêum in language
production.
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7 HEMISPHERIC SENSTTIVITY IN GENERAL

AUD] TORY DISCRIMTNATION

Balonov's and Deglin's first series of neuropsychological ex-
periments \^ras carried out ín order to deÈermíne the absolute
sensÍtivity of the hemispheres vrith regard to general auditory
discrimination ability. Thís inguiry was divided into two
parts, the first to determine auditory thresholds for pure
tones at different frequencies and the second to investigate
differential discrimination for various durations of tones.
The patients' ears v/ere matched for sensitivity before the
experiments, and so rdere Èhe subjects' discrimination
abilities both before the experiments and after bilateral ECT.
The thresholds were determined monaurally at each ear. In
each individual case the weakest signal level that could be
detected with a probability of p = 0.75 r^¡as identified as
threshoLd.

fn the first part of the investigation the auditory
thresholds of l0 subjects vrere measured at the frequencies
250, IO0O, 3OOO anil 6000 cps respectively after 5 bifateraL, 9
left and 9 right unilateral electroconvulsive treatments. It
turned out that bilateral ECT raised the threshold
considerably, f:t3 dB at 1ow freguencies and 19t 2 dB at high
frequencies, while unílateral ECT produced sporadic transient
changes immediately after the treatment and only on the
contralateral ear. Otherwise there were no differences in
sensitivity between the ears. This seems to be consístent
with Small's (1973, 393) claim that if one ear has a different
threshold to the other, the binaural threshold will be the
same as the best ear, i.e. the thrêshold obtained using both
ears is simply that of the better ear. Balonov and Deglin do
not offer any ínterpretation of the sporadic changes on the
contralateral ear, but it nevertheless seems evident from the
experiments that the sensitivity as such cannot be
latera I izecì .

The second part of the sensitivity test was designed to
determine whether the absolute thresholds might be dependent
upon the duration of the signal. lO patients were examined
after 5 bíIateral, and 11 left and 12 rì-ght unilateral ECTs.
Pure tones at a frequency of I0O0 cps with durðtions of 2, 5,
lO, 50, ÌO0 and 300 msec were presented to the subjects both
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binaurally and monaurally. Bilateral ECT produced equally
higher tttresholds for all conditions in both binaural and
monaural liEtening. Aftêr unilateral (hemispheric) ECT,
however, the discriminatory threshold was raised considerably
for the contral-atêra1 ear on short durations of the tone
(2-10 msec). It was raised..for the contralatral ear also at
50 msec but to a lesser degree, whereas tones of longer
duration were perceived equally welt by both ears. This ie
more than vtould be expected, since, according to Small (f973,
3761, the binaural threshoLd in normal subjects is not
sênsitive to duratione longer than 250 msec. Curiously, the
thresholds became slightly lower after a while during the
residual period but before futl recovery. According to
Balonov and Deglin this rnight be explained as a result of an
i¡creaged sensitivity of the non-Epecific thalamic pathr¡rays,
ultimately clue to the ECT.

A atrange side-effect of hemispheric ECT was also reported.
lfhen the signal was presented to the contralateral ear, it di¿l
not normally evoke an inmediate response: rather the
Ínvestigators had to direct the patient's attention to the
signal. Although the patient could hear the signal, he
nevertheless seemed to be unware of its presence. He heard,
yet he did not. Furthermore, when the signal was of a short
duration, the patient often asserted that there was no sound
at all present in the exposed contralateral eari instead he
claimed to hear the sÍgnal in the non-exposed ipsilateral ear.
It should be observed that these effects of hemispheric ECT

\¡rere exactly the same for both sides of the brain.
Thus far the overall picture seens to be manifest: though

the seÍzures produce dramatic changes in sensitivity, .there is
no dífference betr.reen the hemispheres with respect to
threshol-d detection. There ie an interesting paratlel to this
in Kirnura's & Durnforit's (1974) Ínvestigation of visual- fields
in normal- subjects, wÌ¡ere they found no difference in
detectability of either verbal or non-verbal material between
the hemispheres, though they did find dissinílarities in
processing ability. They therefore suggested that it is not a
general sensitivity function that distinguishes the right he-
misphere from the left. In that respect the tvro hemispheres
are equat mates. Kimura's and Durnford's suggestion is
supported by the findings of Bafonov and DegJ-in.
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I HEMISPHERIC SENSITIVTTY TO

AMPLITUDE DIFFERENCES

The second series of experiments v/as designed to establish the
ability of each hemisphere to detect amplitude changes in
sounds. lrhe most efficient way to do this, according to
Balonov and Deglin, is to study the effect of masking, i.e.
the threshold shift to an auditory stimulus induced by the
simultaneous presentatÍon of a second auditory stimulus
(Balonov and Deglin do not define the conceptr the definition
given here is taken from Small 1973, 378). The investigation
\^tas as follows: a sinusoid of 1OOO cps and 30 msec, the
amplitude of which was increased in intervals, was chosen as
test stimul-us (signal), and as masker was chosen a tone of the
same frequency and duration at an amplitude of 80 dB. The
subjects had to discriminate the amplitude at which the
perception of one tone v/as replaced by a double tone. This
amplitude was subsecJuently chosen as threshold for the
masking, measured at intervals of 33, 60 and 330 msec between
the front.s of the masker and the signal. 13 subjects k¡ere
investigated after 16 right and 14 left unilateral ECTs.

The authors controlled the effect of both forward and
backward masking. In both cases a considerable rise ín the
thresholds for signals presented to the contralateral ear was
registered after the ECT. The effect was maximal immediately
after the treatment and subsided gradually but differently for
forward and backward masking. With forq¡ard rnasking the
initial- threshold was regained within 10-20 minutes after
treatment, wtrereas differences in thresholds for backward
masking were retained for 30-90 minutes after treatment.
Incidentally the thresholds v¡ere even lowered during the
residual period for backward masking. No such effect \^ras

noticed for forward masking.
These results might indicate that for\rard masking is less

dependent on non-specific thalamic pathvrays (cf. Section 7)
than backward masking. Balonov and Deglin claim that this
really is the case and refer to supporting neuropharma-
cological datô reported ín Balonov & Kaufman (L974). It was
shor^rn there that drugs increasing the activity of non-specific
nuclei of the thalamus diminish the effect of backward
masking, while drugs decreasing the activity of these nuclei
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significantly strengthen lt. In forwarit tnaskLng .the effects
of the same drugs were coneiderabli fèss operãtive. 'Ttrus

forward and backward masking Éreem to be regulated differently
by the non-specific Etructures of thê brain. However, neither
of them'show any lãteralized effects
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9. AUDITORY ADAPTATION

Poststimulus auditory adaptation, defined as an increase in
threshold due to the prior presentation of an acoustical
stimulus (i.e. what Sma1l (1973, 4O0) refers to under the
heading fatigue), was the object of a further series of
experiments. Adaptation varies considerably in connection
with certain aural and pathological conditions and as a con-
seguence of psychotic or mental syndromes. Adaptation can
also be affected by hypnosis.

Balonov's and Deglin's investigation of adaptation rras as
follows. Àfter an initial control of adaptation under normal
círcumstances the subjects \.¡ere treated with bilateral or
unilateral electroconvulsive stimulations and new measurements
taken for a period of 2-5 hours. In every single case the
threshold for the detecÈion of a tone of 1000 cps vras

determined. Then an acoustical stimulus of the same tone
90 dB over the preestablished threshold was presented to the
subject for a duration of 1.5 minutes (surely this must have
been torturel). Immediately after this an<i again after 30

seconds, I, 2, 3 and 5 minutes the threshold for the detection
of a tone of 1OOO cps rras iletermined anew. Tlle measurements
were made separately for the right and the left ear. l-1

patients were investigated after 28 ECTs (5 bilateral, 10 left
and I3 right unilateral treatments).

fn the control tests the thresholds increased 15-20 ¿lB and
smoothed out in 2-3 minutes. There \^¡ere no significant
differences bet\^/een the ears.

After bilateral ECT there was a dramatic decrease in
auditory adaptation. In most cases it actually became totally
nullified on both ears. fhe same effect coultì be observed
after unilateral ECT too, but only on the ipsilateral ear, In
11 of the 23 tests adaptation disappeared totally and in l0
cases adaptation tras vigorously impaired, whereas there were
no significant chânges on the contraläteral ear. The changes
in adaptãtion lasted 2-4 hours after bilaterðl ECT, and L-2.5
hours after unilateral ECT. TtIe effects l^¡erê most manifest
during t-he residual period when high-amplitutle activity
dominated on EEc, but it was also evident during the period of
exalted alphã-rhythm.
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In some of the tests the electrodes were placed at the
temple and at the back of the head as indicated in Figure 3

instead of the routine location (Figure t). T,he placement of
the electrodes did not influence changes in auditory
adaptation. T'l¡e results \,yere the same as previously: no
change on the contralateral ear and a considerable decrease of
the threshold on the ipsilateral ear.
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Figure 3

ALternative placement of electrodes for right unilateral
ECT and effect on adaptatíon at left and right ear: (f)
before seizure, (2) after seizure.

Balonov's and Degtin's conclusions from the investigations
are that adaptation must depend on activation in the reticular
activating system and the posterior thalamus. Since changes
ín auditory adaptatÍon after hemispheric ECT alvrays occur on
the ipsilateral ear and not on the contralateral ear, they
conclude that central structureE not higher than the second
neuron of the aural path are rêsponsibte for the phenomenon.
Had auditory adaptation been dependent on processes higher
than the cochlear nuclei, one should have expected changes on
the contralateral ear. For the same reason Balonov and Deg1in
cl.aim, contrary to general opinion, that the non-specific
rnechanisms regulating adaptation are índependent for the t\^¡o
ears.
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1O. NON-VERBAL CATEGORICAL PERCEPTION:

ENVIRONMENTAL SOIJNDS

The experiments reviewed so far all unanimously point to the
fact that the perception of uncategorized sounds is not
lateralized. At the Ievel of categorization, however, one
would expêct clear differences bet\./een the hemispheres. And
indeed, they also appeared in Balonov's and Deglin's
investigation, providing hardl-y sensational confirmation of
left hemísphere <lominance for verbal tasks and right hemí-
sphere dominance for non-verbal tasks.

Traditíonally, three different kinds of auditory agnosia
are recognized, viz. verbal agnosia or word deafness,
non-verbal- agnosia or psychic deafness, and amusia or musical
deafness. ï/hile verbal agnosia is thought to be caused by
dysfunctions in the left hemisphere, both non-vêrbal agnosia
and amusia are assocíated with right hemisphere deficits. I'he
main part of Balonov's and Deglín's book is devoted to testing
these hypotheses.

fhere is a problem invol-ved here. Whereas tÌ¡ere is general
agreement upon Èhe question of which hemisphere is dominant
for specific strategies in interpreting categorized signals,
the guestion of the over-al1 ability of the respectíve
hemispheres to process data of dífferent kinds is still a moot
point. Though Balonov and Deglin explicítly declare that
their technique is especially favourable for investigating the
capability of each hemisphere to process auditory data
independently, they are stil1 more interested in demonstrating
the \"¡elL-known dominance properties tl'an Ín exploring the
guestion of ability, This is unfortunate, but their inguiry
is nevertheless an important contribution to a better
understanding of the issue.

The investigation of non-verbal categorízed signals
consisted of four series, the first of which was designed to
check the ability of the hemispheres to correctly identify
environmental noises. The subjects were given a recording of
15 or 20 of the following sounds to listen to: the ringing of
a be1l, birdsong, applause, a locomotive hooter and the sound
of a train passing by, laughter, sptashing water, a horse
neighing, a snowstorm, coughing, a motorcycle, bees buzzíng, a

lion's roar, a crying child, breaking g1ass, thunder, a pig's
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grunting, cl-inking metal, a rooster's crow, snoring, barking,
mooing, the sound of a horn, steps in a corridor followed by
the closing of a door, an aÍrplane, the signal and the noise
of a tram, a honking goose, the ringing of a telephone, and
the eound of traves breaking. The stimuli- were presented
monaurally and at an ampli-tude optimized for a correct
recognition of the signal - this procedure was also followed
in the remaining three non-verbal series. Each sígnal lasted
2-1O seconds, i.e. long enough to identify the sound without
difficulty. 14 patients vrere investígated after 32
hemispheric eeizures (te right and 16 left).

There wae no particul"ar difficulty in identifying the
sounds in the control- test before ECT. About 8Ot of the
sti¡nuIi were correctly identified on both ears and the time
lag betweèn the presentation of the stimulus and the response
was 4.O t O.2 seconds. There was no noticeable aÊlzmmetry
betrreen the ears.

When the right hemisphere was i.nactivated the recognition
of environmental eounds was dramatically obstructed. There
were feqrer correct reponseÊ and more refusals to complete the
taak. The time lag between etimulus and response increased to
5.7 t 0.3 seconde. fhe patients often produced completely
inappropriate answera, which never occurred during the control
tests. lhus a dog barking v¿as identified as cackling Ïìens,
coughs as splashing water, laughter as birdsong or chitdren
shouting and applause as "A blackemíth at work',. Responses
like "I don't know" or "Some kind of noise" were very conmon.
Occasionally patients gave answers like "It's / it isn't an
animal" or "It's a kind of work", or they ansqrered with a
negatíve query, e.g. "It couldn't be a dog?". Such responses
were not consistent, i.e. a new sugçtestion was offered for
each presentation of the same stimulus.

Attention dimínished considerably during the tests, Though
the patients !{ere generally ta]-kative and ans\^¡ered questions
willingly, they nevertheless seemed to be unavrare of the
presence of sounds in the earphones; they had to be reminded
repeatedly to pay attention and carry out the tasks reguested.

Íhe disturbances lasted 1-3 hours. No difference betv¡een
thê eârs was established.
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Figure 4

Distribution of different tlæes of responses when identi-
fying environmental sounds: (A) before ECT, (B) with
inactivated right hemisphere, (C) with inactivated left
hemispheret (I) percentage identified and correctly named
sounds, (2) percentage identified but not named sounds,
(3) percentage unidentified sounds.

After left hemisphere treatment the picture \ras quite
different. The ability to recognize environmentäl sounds was
even better than in the control tests. ÀIso the ti¡ne lag
between Êtimulus and response ttras significantly shorter,
provided the inactivation of Èhe left hemíephere was not
accompanied by transient aphasic disturbances. In the l-atter
cases the patients responded slowly and often complained that
they had forgotten the proper word. Hovrever, they had no
difficulty in selecting pictures corresponding to the auditory
stimuli. Even so, the i<ientification of the sounds was still
better than under normal circumstances, though the ans\^rers
qrere often strange, the words distorted and the \4rord

co¡nbinations unusual: "À horsish voice" (toBadixin golos), "A
goaty voice", "A piS chirping". Balonov and rteglin do not
comment upon ca6es such as the last example, but it looks as
though a vrrong verb is consistently selected when one of the
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items in a noun-verb string is used inappropriately.
ilust as in the case with the inactivated right hemisphere

no ear difference rìtas established. This is somewtrat sur-
prising since dichotic listening studies on split-brains and

normal subJects Ìrave established a right ear advantage for
verbal material- and, conversely, a l-eft ear advantage for
environ¡nental sounds (cf. Kímura 1961- and Curry L9671.
Accoriling to springer & Deutsch ( f981, 70) flada:-tested
patients also reveal a t]æical contralateral ear advantage for
both kinds of stimuli. Balonov and Deglin mention KÍmura's
study and refer to studies r^¡ith pharmacological hemi-
spherectomy concerning musical stimuli, but they make no
comments. Às a matter of fact, they are very parsimonious
both with collrnentg and data in this chapter. Of the 14 inves-
tigated subjects all that is reported is a few selected
responses from 5 (l) patients, íllustrating considerable dif-
ficulties after right hemisphere treatment and better perfor-
mance after left hemisphere treatment. But vthat about the
remaining 9 eubjects? 9ùe know from the statistics (cf.
Figure 4) that about half of the stimul-i yielded correct
identifications, ín spíte of the fact that the right
hemisphere r¡as inactivated, and that no less than 9Ot of the
st.imuli yielded responses that could be communicated verbally
with an inactivated left hemisphere. Such data are actually
more interesting than the fact that a statistically
significant rl-ght hemisphere advantage for non-verbãl material
is demonstrated. They show that the dornínant hemisphere has a

remarkable capacity for non-verbal material, and vice versa,
thaL the non-dominant henisphere has a considerable ability
for verbal production. In order to evaluate these results
properly, however, one needs information both about the
character of the responses and about the patients, their 6ex,
age, educational background, and clinical history. Nothing of
the kind ís offered, unfortunately.
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lt NON-VERBAL CATEGORI ZATION :

MUSTCAL SOUIIDS

The remaining three investigations of the lateralization of
the perception of non-verbal categorizecl signals all concerned
musical sounds. The first was concerned with freguency
modulôtion of tone signals. 5 patients were investigated
before and after 5 right and 5 J-eft unilateral stimulations.
They \.,¡ere presênted 20 paj.rs of I second tones, the frequency
of which was steppêd up or down by one octave from the initial
I00O cps. The pairs \,/ere presented in random order. The
ínterval betqreen the stimuli within a pair \^¡as maximally
0.5 seconds and the interval betvreen pairs 5-1O seconds. The
subjects had to determíne whether the two stimuli of a pair
were alike or different with regard to the direction of the
change in freguency.

In general no speeífic difficulty in performing the task
\^¡as found, and no difference in detection ability was
establishecl in comparison !,rith the control test, neither after
right nor left ECT, for either ear.

Tlre second series hras designed in order to check the
ability of the hemispheres to identify short melodic phrases.
The patients h¡ere presented I0 pairs of phrases played on the
the piano. Every phrase consisted of 4 notes in one bar. In
4 pairs the tv¡o phrases were identical while in the other
6 pairs the phra.ses hrere different, as indicated in Figure 5.
Íhe interval bet!'¿een the phrases within one pair qras 1-l .5
seconds and the intervals bethreen the pairs were
1O-l-5 seconds. The subjects had to determine whether the
phrases of one pair were identical or not. 8 patients were
tested aft-er 17 unilateral ECTs (9 to the right and B to the
l-eft).

In the control tests before ECT about 8O? of the items were
correctly identified. No as)¡mmetry beth¡een the ears coul<¡ be
estãl¡l ished .

After right unilateral EeT the identification ability
decreased and the latent period between stímulus and response
increased considerably. After left unilateral ECT the
identification abilíty was sJ.ightIy facilitated and the tine
lag bet-ween stimulus and response was significantly shortened.
40-508 of the responses were correct after right-sided ECT
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Fiqure 5

Pairs of musical phrases presented for identification.

with a emall advantage for the right ear. All changes in
identification ability laÊted for O.5-2 houre afrer the
seizure.

T'he 1å6t series of experiments vrith non:verbal eategorized
sounds concerr¡eil the abil-ity to recognize melodies. IB
famil-iar tunes such as "stenka Razin", "Kalinka", ,,Black eyes,'
were presentêd rrithout words for so long tíme as \ras necessäry
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for identification and with ¿r pause of 7-IO seconds before
each ne\À¡ tune. The subjects had to name ttre song, recall the
words and hum the melody. 11 patients were tested after 25
unilateral ECTs (13 right- and 12 left-sided).

In the control tests 8Ot of the tunes presented were
recognized correctly. Most subjects were also able to sing
the melody on request.

By and large, the same picture as for environmental sounds
was typical also for the recognition of famítiar tunes. After
left hemisphere ECT the melodies \¡rere recognized both with
greater ease and with a shorter time lag betvreen stimul-us and
response than under normal circumstances, while right
unilateral ECT produced dramatic disturbances in recognition.
So¡ne of the patients totally Lost their ability (and yet it
should be obsered that 5Ot of the stimuli were still correctly
identified with inactivated right hemisphere). The over-all
advantage of the right hemísphere for recognizing tunes is
nevertheless clearly confirrned. ItrÍc is per sê Eensational.
There is, ttourever, another feature in Balonov's and Deglin's
investigation that is even more unusual-.

Not only do the autÌ¡ors claim that Èhe right hemisphere is
preponderant in melody recognition but alsç'. that the texts
associated r¡fith the melodiee are reproduced better by the left
hemisphere tÌ¡an vice versa. For example, patients lrrho, after
ri.ght hemisphere seizure, qrere unsure or completely unable to
tel1 $rhat tune had been presented to them could nevêrtheless
recite the text or, even, could mistakenly stärt to recite a

text used for quite another melody. After teft hemisphere
treatment, on the other hand, the patient often had more
clifficulty than in the control test in properly naming the
melody or recalling its words. He was actually aware of his
difficulty himself and comnentêd upon it with words like ,,I
know it, but T've forgotten the words", and this happened also
when he had demonstrated good knowledge ín the control test.

These observatÍons are, in fact, very remarkable, since it
Ì¡as been observed that the ability to sing with words is
frequently unaffected in patients with severe speech
disturbances. For example, the 18th century Swedish essayist
OIof von Dalin reported a man who in spite of a total aphasia
could sing hymns he Ìrad learned before suffering a stroke.
The man could even say certain prayers "though as it were
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marking the beat, with an el.evated and shouting voice (men
l"iksom i takt, med en uphögd och ropande röst)" (Dahlin 1745,
1I4). Similar cases have been reported repeatedly, suggesting
not only that the right hemisphere control.s music but also tl.e
verbal component in singing. Balonov'e and Deglín's
observations obviously run counter to what rnight have been
expected. None the less, the authors do not refer to such
conplications and no theoretical implications are discussed.
trhey are content to be able to Êupport Gazzaniga's hypothesis
that the right hemisphere handles meloilies and the left naming
(Gazzaniga & â1. 1975) in spite of numerous counter-examples
in their own material.
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L2. PHONEME PERCEPTIOÀT

lhe detailed exposition of difficulties in interpreting
Balonov's and DegJ-in's research in comparison vrith results
obtaíned from studies of brain damage and from psychiatric
practice given in Sections 4-6 was necessôry in order to
províde a base for evaluating the implications of the authors'
investigations of clear-cut Iinguístic functions in the last
four chapters of the book under review (pp. 119-195).

Íhe main purpose of these invest.igations lvas to isolate
different factors underlying what Luria ( 1973 ) cafled
"acoustic word agnosia". Agnosia is generally a failure to
recognize familiar things and appreciate their purpose. For
example, an agnostic paÈient may sit down to his meal and look
at his knife and his fork wittrout knovtÍng vrhat to do r,,títh
them. Sinilarly verbal- agnosi.a is the inability to recognize
famifiar words such as and "fork". In acoustic word
agnoeia the patient doe6 not recognize thê minimal
phonological units, the phonemes, of his native language.

It has been assumed that underlying the perception of
speech sounds are acoustic cues of some 6ort. These cues,
however, are not characterized by a simple one-to-one
sequential correspondence between cue and phoneme. fnstead,
the acoustic cues of a phoneme are scattered along the
utterance so that at any given moment the speech wave is
composed of several acoustic cues, símultaneously signalling
differen¿ phonemes. consequently, it is impossible to
íilentify speech sounds acoustícally in such a \'¡ay as to make

them correspond to discrete sequential phonemes such as we

understand ttlem. Moreover, one same acoustic property can
give rise to several different possíbIe perceptions and,
conversely, different acoustic cues can be perceived as one
and the same phoneme.

Liberman & al. (1967) see the restructuring of a discrete
phonerne sequence in scattered, overlapping, acoustic cues as
the code of the speeclì v,/ave. T'tris is decoded by a system of
paralleI processing. Now, it seems that some kinds of
phonemes are more directly encoded than others. T'hus the
vowel formants are direct cues to vowel percepts, while
cônsônants have their cues in thê CV formant transitíons and

in transiental- and aperíodic phenomena. lhese differences in
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encoding properties betlreen vo\^rels and other speech aounds are
gulte well known today. Wíth respect Èo their neurological
correlates, Ìrowever, our knowledge is more restrÍctedl. Thanks
to dichotic listening experiments on normal subjects
(e.9. Shankweiter & Studdert-Kennedy I-967; Haggard 1971) it
has neverthelese been possible to establish an over-alt right
ear advantage for all kinds of speech sounds, which implies
Ieft hemisphere processing of the auditory input.
Steady-state vowels of 250 meec and more, however, seem to be
fit for processing also by the right hemisphere. Godfrey
(L974, 329) even reports a slight left-ear advantage for
vor.¡els at 30O msec. I'hie seems to indicate that if the vowels
are long enough they can be discriminated Iinguistically also
by the right hemiaphere - at least in a linguistic context.
lfhe different encoding properties of long vowels on the one
hand and other speech sounds on thê other could therefore be
correlated to a difference in Iateral specialization.

It should be pointed out that the alleged right hemisphere
capacity for processing vowel phonemes is far frorn undisputed.
Furthermore, an ear advantage established by way of dichotic
Iietening experíments is a very doubtful measure for many
reasons. First of aII ít is a matter of a statistic
preponderance in favour of one interpretation. Secondly the
interpretàtÍons are forced. Anyone qrho has partieipated in
such experiments knows that one hears not one signal but both
signals simultaneously. Iilhat has to be decided is \.rhether the
mixture ís more likely to be identified with one of the
signals rather than the other. I believe that the dÍchotic
listening technique ís too blunt an instrument for use in
deciding vrhether phoneme discrimination is a lateralized
specialization. This does not mean that I do not accept that
phoneme discrimination is mainly a matter of the dominant he-
misphere. But that this is so has not been demonstrated in
any decisive way.

It is in thiE respect thât Balonov's and Deglin's
experiments provide us with ne\¡r and partly unforeseen
information.
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13. WORD ÀND LOGOTOME IDENTIFICATION

In order to widen and complete the picture of hemispheric
capability to discriminate speech sounds independently,
Balonov and Deglirt performed six separate series 

"iexperiments. They first examined the thresholds for recogÍ-
nizing sounds as speech and the discrimínation of words in
silence. They then went on to investigãte thê discrimination
of sy1lables, consonantal phonemes and vowel_ phonemes
respectively. Finally they examined the discrimination of
words masked with white noise and the discrimination of words
presented after high-pass filtering. Each examined item was
tested separately before ECT and repeatedly after the
treatment. Vocal signals, espeeially designed in tabular
form, were recorded on tape and presented monaurally to both
the right and thè left ear. All psycho-acoustic changes after
the ECT \^¡ere control-led in the period when speech disturbances
due to the treatment had disappeared and the comprehension of
epeech had been reestablished. No further information is
given about the time span between the stimul-ation and the
tests, which intlicates that the subjects belonged to the group
of patients that. exhibited onty smaI1 or no dysphasic dis-
turbances due to the ECT.

In the first series the authors used as material a list of
rr¡ord groups, said to be "balanced according to their phonemic
composítion" (sbalansirovannyx po fonematiðeskomu sostavu). I
do not understand vrhat this means; the reference given
(Pokrovskij 1962) has not been available to me, but f rrould
assume that thè words were chosen so as to correspond to each
other with regard to number of syJ,lab1es and syllabic
structure. The words were presented to the informants at
intervals of 5 seconds, 16 patients were ínvestigated after
4I unilateral stimul-ations (22 left and 19 riqht) and their
discrimination ability qras measured. The threshold was
defined as that intensity level \¡/here the subject could Èell
that he was listening to speech though wíthout being able to
discriminate singl-e words. Ttìe intensity tevel of the signal
was subseguently increased in steps to lO, 20, 40, 6O, and BO

dB above this thrêshoLd, and at eactr level the discrimination
ability r¿vas measured with respect to the percentage of correct
responses to a set of 20 items totall_y, The tests v,rere done
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on each ear separately, so that each patient had his
discrimination ability measured for both ears at least once at
each intensity leve1. In addition 24 patients \^rere

investigated after 50 treatments (26 left anð 24 right) at
only 40 dB above the threshold. In all, 40 patients were
invesÈigated before anil after 91 unilateral ECTS (48 on the
left side and 43 on the right side).

In the control tests prior to ECT the maximum
discriminating capability $/as found to 1ie in the range
40-60 dB above the threshol-d. In this range the diecri-
mination of words amounted to 70-80t correct responses which
is equivalent to v¡Ïrat ha6 been observed in normal subjects
under normal conditions. No aslmmetry in iliscrimination
between the ears was established.

After left-sided ECT, and during the period of left hemi-
sphere inactivation, there was a significant. rise in the thre-
shold for recognizing the signal as speech, ancl a decline in
the number of correctly identífied words, as indicated in
Figure 6. Ttre threshold risê occurred for both ears and
amounted to Al Z ¿lB in 8Ot of the subjects. The decline in
discrimínation ability rras the same on both sides and \./as

observed at all intensity levels. It was, however, most
outspoken in the optimâI range for sp?ecf, perception,
i.e. 2O-6O dB above the threshold. At a fevel 40 dB above the
threshold there vras â fall in word discrimination of I58 for
the left ear, and 17* for tì:e right ear. fhis bilateral
decline occurred in 38 of the 48 experiments, i.e. í¡ 79* of
the cases.

This deterioration in word discrimination had tv¡o
manifestations: either the patient did not understand or did
not catch the presented item, or he failed to give an
interpretable response to the stimulus. Most typically such
failures consisted ín a meaningless but phonetically related
response. For example the \.¡ord vótja 'wilt' was identified as
bónja (a non-existing Russian word) or figúra 'figure' \^ras

identified as timúra (also non-existing though recorded ãs a
proper noun). Thus it seems the patient had a certain idea of
the gestalt of the stimulus, but that he could not connect
this gestalt vrith a proper semantic representation.
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Ànother feature t}ÞicaI of the patients' behaviour t^¡as a
prolongation of the latent perio<l between stimulus and

response. Furthermore the patient answered lethargically, for
which reason the pauses between the presentations of the
stimuli had to be lengthened considerably. In acldition to
general inattention to the experiments the patients often
resorted to Þerseveration - after having identified a number
of words correctly, the patient wou)-d begin to respond with
one and the same h¡ord for every stimulus word presented.
Paraphasias often persisted in the test situation, though such
phenomena had totally disappeared from the spontaneous speech.

The disturbancea were \^rorse ät the beginning of the test
period. Changes in threshold and discrimination seldom
survived the state of left hernisphere inactivation. During
the residual period discrimination ability was even better
than in the control investigations. such an improvement can
of course be explained as a training effect, though Balonov
and Deglin seem to believe the ECT to be the ultimate source
of the phenomenon.

Vlhen the right hemisphere was inactivated the threshold
sank and the discrimination ability was facilitated. A small
threshold drop was observed in 60t of the cases (5! 2 dB on
the right ear and 31 2 dB on the left). Ttrere was no instance
of a threshold rise after right hemisphere treatment. The

increased ability in word discrimination was bil-ateral and
occurred at all intensity levels, the maximum effect occuring
in the range 60-80 dB above the threshold. At a level 4O dB

above the threshold there \,ra6 a facilitation of 6t tB for both
ears in 32 of the 43 cases.

As .reported in Section 4 the patient often became exag-
geratedly talkative while the right hemisphere was non-
functioning. Balonov and Deg1in fi,nd it remarkable that the
patients' continuous commenting and speaking about other
things did not interfere vrith the testing. After all, they
did better than in the control tests.

Faílures were infrequent and of another tlæe than with the
left hemisphere inactj.vated. Phonêmes ancl accents were
changed, but the outcome was always an existing word. So

pensiondr 'pensioner' became terpdnie 'patience', kusók
'piece' yietdeil perrdn 'platform', ancl mdma 'mother' was
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identified as 1ámpa 'lamp'.
The second series of experiments concerning speech

discrimination had so-caIle<1 logotomes as its object. By
logotomes Balonov and Deglin understand such mono- or
bisyllabic combinations of phonemes as are phonotactically
allowed in Russian but do not convey any lexicalized meaning.
lllhe subjects h¡ere presented 20 (in some cases 40) such
logotomes monaurally to botb ears and at an intensity level of
40 dB above the preestabtished threshold. The percentage of
correctly identified logotomes was taken as a measure of the
díscrímination ability. Díscrimination curves were ¡nade for
th¡o subjects. 12 patients ì^¡ere investigated after 25
unilateral treatments (12 on the left side and 13 on the right
side).

By and large the same t]æes of differences as in the case
of word recognition v¡ere observed in logotome identification.
The number of misínterpreted conaonants increased
signíficantly after left hemisphere treatment, vrhereas vowel
identifícation was the eame as in the control tests. I't¡is
happened at all intensity levels and in l0 of the 12
treatments. After right unilateral ECT a1l phonemes were
identified with the same accuracy as ín the control tests or
even better (in Ll of the 13 treatments). Failures in the
latter case $rere also of another nature: the patients made
signifícantly more incorrect accentuations and they tried to
find a meaning in the stimulus, reinterpreting the presented
item as a símilar structure having a semantic content.

No significant differences between the ears could be
established neíther for word nor for Iogotome identification.
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14. CONSONANT ÀND VOVIEL DISCRIMTNATION

The final four investígations of speech díscrimination are
partly of questionable value. Some interesting observations
are made, it is true, but novr and then the authors are
unnecessarily amateurish. Ihis is particulary so in the
series construed in order to examine the discrimination of
what the authors call "consonantal phonemes". Six stops,
differing with regard to place of articulation and voice, i.e.
[p, b, t, d, k, g] rrere presented in a cv frame, w]¡ere c was
the stop and V allegedl-y the vowel [e]. T'he syllabIes varied
in length 390-650 msec. Every indívidual stimulus \À¡as

presented 5 times in random order at an intensity level 20 dB

above the threshold, established as in the preceding expe-
riments. I patients v/ere tested before and after I7 uni-
lateral stimulations (8 on the left and 9 on the right).

Nothíng is said about how the stimuti \dere producetl. I
assume that they were recorded orally on tape, judging from
the extreme length and the varÍation in length of the seg-
ments. If so, the vo\rel in guestion has certainly not been
[e] ¡ut [e], i.". a vowel with a somewtrat higher first
formant and a lower second formant than [e] , because sequences
sueh as [pe, fe] are phonotactically prohibited in Russian. A
certain A.V. Baku assisted in the experiments (tÌ¡e surname is
not Russian), and if she was the speaker (and of non-Russian
origin) she might of course have articulated Ipe] \,\'ithout
palatalizatíon, but she is hardly J,ikely to have presented the
stimuli in a non-Russian way to Russj.an informants. But we do
not know \rrheth€r Baku or someone else q¡as the speaker. We do
not even know if the stimul-i were produce¿l by a man or a

leoman. In addition, it is clear from the vo\rê1 charts in the
book thãt the auttrors are not well acguainted rdith the IpA
system of phonetic transcription. So when all is said and
done it is most likely that the autbors, far from having
investigated the discrimination of stops, have instead
eompare<l the ability of the patients to ¿listinguish the spoken
names of the Cyrillic letters rr, 6, T, þ,, f , ancl the
substitute [fe] for [t<a1 = *.

No information is given about the burst, the frequency and
the duration of the occlusion, ttre locus and the duration of
the formant transitions, the ¿luration of the vowel steady
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state, or the frequencies of the first harmonic and the vowel
formants. Tl1e fact that the patienÈs did very badly already
in the control tests - only 6Ot correct responses - could also
indicate defÍcient recording quality. The observation that
Èhe discrimination ability rras worse with inactivated 1eft
hemisphere and, conversely, better hrith inactivated right
hernísphere is therefore of no significance.

TÎ:e next two series of experiments, examining different
vowels of tkto exactly defined durations, lO0 msec and 60 msec
respectivelyr are better designed and probably more reliable
than the consonant experiments. NevertheLess, there are
technical difficulties involved in these experiments as we1l.
Nothing is said in this case either about horr the stimuli were
produced. Hovrever, if they had been produced by synÈhesis, we
would no doubt have been informed. I assume therefore that
the vo\/lrels in questíon have been produced naturally and
recorded on tape. T'he problem of producing oral test vor^rels
of an exact length is thàt the only way to limit the duration
exactly is to cut the recording either at the beginníng or at
the end. This can be done physically \"rith a knife or
electronically with a gate. presumably Balonov and DegIin
Ì¡ave proceeded in this way. The problem ís to avoid stimuli
with ân abrupt onset or conclusion. Since a vowel in natural
speech always starts and ends smoothJ_y, an abrupt cut will
typical-J-y be perceived by a lístener as a stop consonant,
usually as a kind of [b]. This is due to the role of the
burst as a cue for stop identification. According to Liberman
& al. (1952) a burst just above the second formant is
perceived as /k/, whíJ-e a burst in a position above 30OO cps
is perceiveð, as /t/. Other bursts below 2OOO cps are per-
ceived as labial stops. The Latter case regembles the
transient properties of an abrupt cut. This means that a
listener to a spliced or gated test vo\,rel- is very like]y to
interpret an abrupt start or ending as a labial burst.
Together with the presence of a fundamental this eguals a

/uv/, /vø/, or /ava/ percept. rn reariry therefore Balonov's
and Deglin's stimuli may have been seguences such as
Iba, bi, ab, ib, bab, b¡b] etc. rather than isolated vowels,
all depending upon where and how abrupt the cut or the cuts
qrere made.
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Just as in the preceding experiments vrith consonants,
nothing is said about the formanÈ freguencies of the test
vowels. Accorcling to the text the vowels concerned \dere the
following, [o, e, i, u, o]. However, there is good reason to
believe that what has really been recorded are the name6 of
the Cyrillic letters â, 3, bI; y, o, which under normal
circumstances r*ould yield the stimuli Ia] (a slnnbol actual-Iy
used in a couple of places in the book as an alternative to
[o]), [e, i, u, o]. of these at least [e] an¿ [o] could very
weII have been iliphthongized. There is thus good reason for
caution vrith regard to the vowel- experiments too. However,
since the subjects were instructed to say vrhat vowels they
perceived, they.may we1I have concentrated on vowel perception
and disregarded features of the stimuli not relevant to the
ídentification task. Therefore the resutts cannot be rejected
a priori but should be consídered significant - though with
due respect to the objections made here.

First, the discrimination of vowel stimuli of a duration of
100 msec was investigated for 13 patients after 30 unilateral
treatments (te teft and 14 right). From no\4/ on the symbols
/i/, /"/, /u/, /o/, ano- /a/ will be used to indicate those
palatal-, velar, anil pharyngeal vowel sounds that have probably
been utilized as stimuli. In the control tests before the
treatment more than 80t of the stinuli were correctly
identified. Of these /a/ and /í/ were recognized most easily,
while /u/ was somewhat more difficult to discriminate. No

aslmmetry betv/een the ears could be established.
In the period of left hemisphere inactivation there was a

considerable decline in iliscrimination ability on both ears
(cf. Figure 7). This effect was observed in 1l of the 16

treatments. However, it was, only the nonlow vowels that !ûere
affected and this in a most peculiar way. fhe close vowels
/í/ and /"/ and the open vowels /e/ and /o/ were to a very
high degree confused, though more in the direction nonvelar to
velar (front to back) than vice versa. As can be seen from
Figure I such confusions were also rnade in the eontrol tests
before treatment but then exclusively in the tiirection
nonvelar to velar. The voirel /a/, on the other hand, was just
as wel-1 distinguished as before. Ttris was actually a

consistent feature of all the investigations, Ttrus even when
the stimulus was shortened down to 6O msec /a/ was stiJ-l
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correctly identified.
After right hemisphere inactivation the discrimination

ability was facílitated Ín lO of the 14 treatments. In this
case a slight right ear advantage was noticed.

fhe experiments were repeated with vowel stimuli of 60 msec
and once again 13 patients were investigated before and after
30 unilateral ECTS (16 on the l-eft and t4 on the right). As
could be expected the vowel interpretations became more
confused already in the control tests, though once again only
with respect to the parameter velar to nonvelar. Misinter-
pretations concerning the height of the vowel stimulus
occurred only after ECT. Quite generally, however, the
differences in discrimination ability before and after ECT
q¡ere smafl and barely significant. The same holds good for
differences betq¡een the ears, though it could be shown that
after Ieft hemisphere inactivation the decline ín discri-
mination ability only occurred on the contralateral ear.
similarly a facilitatj.on was observed on the ipsilateral ear
afÈer right hemisphere stimulation.

Balonov's and Deglin's interpretion of these reaults is
that short vor^reLs and consonants (reference is made to Baku's
experiments discussed above) are processed by the left
hemisphere. I rrould rather simply say that theÍr results do
not contradict this h)æothesis. fn reatity the statisticat
relatione are too smaLl to allor¡r any decisive conclusíons.
Furthermore it could be questioned if a voweL signäl of a
duration of lO0 msec really is an appropriate test stimul_us.
True, this is an optimal duraÈion for a stressed vowel in
natural speech. However, the fact that this holds good of
vo\"¡els in a linguistic context, does not make lO0 msec vowels
optimal stimuli without context. Context-free vowels usually
extend to 2OO or 3OO msec. Kimura (1973) claims that the l_eft
hemisphere advantage in analyzing CV syll_ables gets lost r^¡hen

the stimuli are reduced to 150-2OO msec. It is also
noterrorthy that Shankweiler & Studdert-Kennedy ( 1967 ) , the
study that most likely served as a model for Balonov's and.
Deglin's experiment, actual-1y used synthetieally produced
vowel stimuli of a duration of 300 msec.
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Äs regarals the most remarkable finding in these
experiments, viz. that there is a systemãtic confusion of
vowels of the same height in the direetíon ve1ðr to nonvelar,
I am inclined to be sceptical. I can see no im¡nediate
explanation of the phenomenon. It may be due to poor
recordings or circumstances surrounding the presentation of
the stimuli, but the reason could possj.bly also be traced to
some hitherto unkno\,/n property, acoustic or psychological,
connected with vowel height ' T'lxe issue therefore merits
further study.

In the very last chapter of the book Balonov and Deglin
suggest an evolutionary explanation, which runs approximately
as foltows. Ttrey claim that all higher marnmals åre eguipped
with an innate ability to dj-scriminate vocal sounds as long as
the guality in question depends upon the position of the first
formant. Man, horrever, is unigue in possessing the âbility to
discriminate sounds that are identical \"¡i.th respect to the
position of the first formant but different with respect to
the position of the second formant, The authors suggest that,
after ECT, the brain reverts to an infrahuman state and the
abilíty to interpret the significance of the second formant is
lost. Hence, they conclude' the reported confusion of vowels
of the sarne height.

I want to question the validity of this explanation.
Actually, I query that man is unique in discriminating sounds
distinguished by F2 and above all I query the assumption that
resulÈs obtained from ECT can be used as a means for detecting
hidden traces of evolution in the human trrain.
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15. DISCRIMINATTON OF MASKED AND FILTERED WORDS

As â complement to the investigations reviewed in Sectíon 13

Balonov and Deglin designed tests in order to study the effect
of vrhíte noise and filtering on word discrimination.

For the firet of these experiments the discrimination of
words in silence r4ras measured at the levels 6O and 80 dB above
the threshold. T'hen the measurements \^rere repeated with white
noise added 50 dB above its individual threshold. The
ilifference bet\reen the discrimination Ín silence anil noise was
taken to be the effect of the masking. The thresholds for
discrimination of speech in noise were also determined. 9

subjects r^¡ere ínvestigateil before and after 19 unilateral- ECTs
(tO to the left and 9 to the riqht).

In the control tests there was only a small effect. from the
masking - less than 109 - and no significant differences
between the ears. After left hemisphere treatment the picture
was by and large the same as in the control. After right
hemisphere treatment on the other hand the discrimination
abíIity decreased dramatically on both ears (cf. Figure 9).
It is to be observed that this change cannot be explained as a
shift in general discrimination ability, since the thresholds
remain the same (cf. Section 7).

ln the second experíment thê discrimination of \¡/orda was
measured at a level 60 ¿lB above the threshol"d. the word
stinuli were then filtered at the frequencies 750 and 1600
cps. fhe loudness of the resulting signals wâs adapted to
that of the original non-filtered etimulus. The differenee in
discrimination abilíty betvreen the two kinds of signal was
tâken to be the effect of the filtering. 10 patients were
investigated after 24 unilateral ECTS (12 left and 12 right).

ft turned out that filteríng at 75O cps generally had only
slight effect. Íhe ilifferences bet\4teen the hernispheres were
also only slight and not significant. When a signal fittered
at 1600 cps was used the outcome was different. fn this case
filtering produced considerable effects already before ECT.
The effect was however smaller ãfter left-sided treatment than
in the control test, h¡?tereas the inactivation of the right
hemisphere l-ed to a considerable decrease in tliscrimination
ability. ln both cases the effects were significant (p >

O.05) and there were no differences between the ears.
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On the basis of these experiments together with the
experiments reviewed in the two preceding sections Balonov and
Deglin drar^r the general conclusion that aIl linguistic
materials (words, syllables, and phonemes, consonãnts as well
as vowels) are processed by the left hemísphere. This
conclusion is drawn from the fact that the understanding of
such items is impaired only by left Ìremisphere inactivation.
On the other hand, failures due to "sernanticizing" - a
tendency to guess or to adapt the response to probability
decrease considerably when the teft hemisphere is non-
functioning. This was taken to indicate that there may be a
certain ?romeostatic mechanism, regulating the functioning of
the hernispheres in perceiving linguistic materíal-. Since the
inactivation of the left hemisphere, they argue, leada to a
loss or impairment of analytic ability, it follows that the
mechanism allowíng the individual to make use of the statistic
laws of his mother tongue a]-so gets lost. Conversely, right
hemisphere inactivation will lead to an exaggerated use of
statistíc laws, since the individual- now has been deprived of
the ability to make a proper synthesis. Àccordin91y, the
number of "semanticizing" failures will rise, and in fact it
does.

This is an attractive hypothesis, and it is compatible wÍth
the model proposed in Section 6 above. In addition it
explains why white noise and filtering radically reduce the
discrimination ability. Balonov and Deglin are of the opinion
that the right non-dominant hemisphere actually has a dual
role in speech perception. On the one hand it regulates the
extension of the signal, gives the signal its gestalt so to
speak. On the other hand it also geems to play a specific
role Ín foregrounding the Iinguistic message and backgrounding
disturbances. As a mâtter of fact, the hypothesis encom-
passes, in a very appealing vray, the so-called cockÈait party
effect. Masking experiments in synthetic speech perception
(Liberman & Studdert-Kennedy 1977) incticate that the receiver
system as a wtrole has an ability to extract data of relevance
from the signal and ignore non-relevant information
(cf. Spliid & Andersen I98O, 3). If thís abiJ-ity of the brain
to single out relevänt categorical ínformation rea1ly is to be
referred to lateralízed functions, then a step forward is made
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in our understanding of the neurology of cognitive functions.
Ultimately this view entail-s that tingulstic processing is a

complex of two modes of cognition, an analytic anil fore-
grouniting (dorninant) mode on the one band and a synthetic and
backgrounding (non-domÍnant) mode on the other. Ttre general
thêory of the differenÈ cognitive styles of the two
hernispheres now foltows pJ.ainly without need for further
explication.
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16. FORMANT FREOUENCY CUES FOR VOVÙEL PERCBPTTON

Numerous psycholinguistic experiments have st¡own that \./e are
very apt to rliscriminate speech sounds \4rith respect to catego-
ry boundaries determined by our natj.ve language, whereas there
is a clear tendency for us to ignore sound differences within
language-specific categories. Miyawaki & al. (f975) demon-
strated, for exampJ-e, that stimuli that varied in small steps
fro¡n [¡:a] to Ila] *"t" perceived relatively categoricalLy as
/ra/-/ta/ by English-speaking subjects, whereas Japanese
speakers' performance at the Ir-l]-boundary rr¡as almost as poor
as that of the Engfish-speaking subjects withín their /r/ and

/L/ categories respectiveJ.y. T'hus it is clear that the native
language and itg categories has a tremendous influence on our
perception. On the other hand, it is also evident that we are
able to and to a certain extent actually do categorize sound
differences within the Ianguage specific categories. As a
matter of fact, many languages reflect sucl¡ redundant catego-
rical discrimination in their spelling system.

Ruseian is such a language. Traditionall-y Russian is said
to häve five vowel phonemes in stressed positions. Each of
these phonemes has several allophones, many of v¡hich the
natj.ve speaker is completely unaware of. The five phonemes
are rendered orthographically with 9 separate letters (fO
different paired letters ín a restricted set of texts). T,he

distribution of allophones with respect to the paired vowel
letters is, by and large, egual with one exceptÍ"on: the pair
år - lrr both representing the phoneme /í/. The letter ¡r

alvrays represents the allophone [¡], wfrife u r{ith some fer,\¡ ex-
ceptions represents the allophone Ii]. TIte two sounds, the
palatal I¡l and the vel-ar [+], ¡otfr high and unrounded, are
true allophones in complementary distribution, [+] being used
after a non-palatal consonant and Ii] otherwíse. Nevert]reless
the two variants are perceived as categorically different
vowels. That is to say, a Russian native speaker easily dis-
críminates the t\^lo variants from each other and has no diffi-
culty in using the two orthographic signs correctly as a
response to, for example, the spoken names of the letters in
question. This means that the two sounds are psychologically
salient categories v/ithout having a tinguistically indepen¿lent
status .
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Balonov and Deglin are evidently fully at¡tare of
Studdert-Kennedy's (1974) four stages of perception. In fact,
it could be argued that the author's aím when designing the
experiments and writing the book tùas to relale this model to
the hemispheric lat,eralization of different cognitive
functions. T'hus the first part of the book (chapters 2-4,
reviewed in Sections 7-9 above) gives evidence for an auditory
analysis of the signal. Perceptíon at this level- is not
l-ateralized . The secon¿l part of the book ( chapters 5-7 ,

reviewed in Sections I0-I5 above) identifies a phonetic stage
of perception, \¡lhere the listener puts the acoustic cues
together and classifies the percepts as being categorical,
i.e. either linguistic or non-linguistic. Ttre phonetic stage
is therefore the level of at least partly lateralized catego-
rical perception. At the third stage' that of phonological
perception, the listener uses the statistical laws of his
native language and adjusts the phonetic perception arrivetl at
in the phonetic stagê to conform to the constraints imposed by
the language specific categories. How this phonological. stage
of perception is rel-ated to the functional specialization of
the braín is the main issue treated in the final part of the
book (chapters 8 and 9). The fourth stage of analysis in
Studdert-Kennedy's model, that of grammar generally {l,exicon,
syntax, semantics), is not covered by any part of Balonov's
and Deglin's t\¡ork.

In Traugott (1979, 72ff.'), an experirnent, performed by
Balonov, Deglin and I.B. Dolinina, is reported. fts outcome
amounts to saying that the left hemisphere alone performs
syntactic operations with a higher degree of "syntactic depth"
(counted in terms of attributive complements or embeddings to
a given syntactic structure) than the Èwo hemispheres in
cooperation. Tl:le single right hemisphere, on the other hand,
is said to do significantly worse in this respect. Since no
information is given about how the "syntactic depth" ratas

measureil and no examples or othêr data are presented, it is
impossible to evaluate the experiment here.

In tackling the issue Balonov antl Deglin first draw a

distinction between qthat they call "1inguisti.c" anil
"psycholoqical" phonemes, corresponding. to units of the
phonological and phonetic stages of analysis respectivêIy,
i.e. what is usuaÌly referreil to as phonemes and alì.ophones in
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ordinary tinguistic jargon. Support fÕr such a distinction is
taken from Bondarko & al. (1966), where it is shown that
Russian native speakers are able to discriminate no fewer than
18 distinct vowel gualities. T'he reason for this is that the
listener can infer from the vowel qual,ity as such vrhether the
preceding and/or foltowing consonants are palatalized or not.
This fact, however, does not mean that the boundaries between
different "psychological- phonemes" are just as clear-cut as
the boundaries between phonemes establ-ished by a linguistic
procedure. Tn fact, they are not. Rather, discrímínation
within the l-imits of a linguistically determined vowel catego-
ry vrould probably be just as poor as that of Japanese speakers
judqing liquids, if there is no indícation of context at atl.
Such cases are possible to devise. A general phonotactic
constraint of Russian prohibits a word from beginning with the
allophone t+] . Nevertheless Russians tend to pronounce
certain geographical names of non-Russian origin with this
allophone as the initial sound. So ÏrtyË is often pronounced
[+rrt+g] as opposed to lrkutsk, which is normally pronounced
I i rl ku+s k] r,vith the palatal variant. I do not kno\^r of any
psychol-inguistic study using such pairs as material, so I
cannot judge what statua euch variation has psychologically.
À fair guess, however, is that a Russian speaker, presented
rrith the first syltable of any of these h¡ords for
identification of the whole word, would not be able to fulfitl
the task properly.

Be this as it may be. No doubt the distínction between
psychological and fanguage specífic categoriês is clear
enough. The guestion now arises, tthat specific propertj-es are
typical- of the language speeific categories as opposed to the
psychoLogical ones. Às regards vowels, Balonov and Deg1in
claim one such property to be hidden in the well-establ-ished
signÍficance of the relation betqreen the first tvro formants.

Investigãting this hypothesis, they used 46 synthesized
vowel-like stimuli, 4O0 msec long, wíth constant F3 and F4 at
2200 and 3250 cps respectively and a FO rising tinearly from
IOO to 125 cps. T'he sLimuli were spread over the spectral
area as indícated in Figure 1OB. Originally they \^¡ere
produced by the Laboratory of Cybernetic Acoustics of the
Polish Academy of Sciences and previously used for
psycholinguistic j-nvestigations by S1êpokurova (I972)
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(A) Phoneme boundaries for spectral areas of Russian vorl¡e1
phonemes defined by the first two formants according t-o
Slepokurova (1972). (B) Set of stimuli used in Rafonov &
Deglin for investigating phoneme boundaries. Horizontally
Fl and vertically F2 freguency in cps. Numbers (Roman ancl
Arabic) indicate the place in the spectral area for eactr
stimulus used.

unfortunately it was impossible for me to get access to this
book. By systematicall-y varying Fl r¿ith a fixed F2 and F2

with a fixed FI they u¡ere able to determine the phoneme

boundaries for the five linguistic vowel phonemes of Russian
as follows. Ttìe subjects had to classify each presented
stimulus as one of the five phonemes. The 50* intersection
between pboneme decisions was subseguently taken to be the
boundary bethreen the spectral- areas of the phonemes in
question. The Fl boundary between /i/ and /e/ on the one trand
and /u/ and, /o/ on the other was thus determinecl to be 420 cps
for both pairs, È-he Ff boundary between /o/ anð /"/ 6O0 cps,
and thê F2 boundary beth'een /o/ and /e/ tOSo cps. No value is
given for the F2 boundary between /i/ and /"/, but the
plotting cbarts indicate thãt it was approximately 1050 cps.
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fhe angle for the boundary between /a/ and /e/ was determined
as 34', As cân be seen from Figure I0À these values are guite
different from those of Sl_epokurova (f972). Balonov and
Deglin suggest the reason for the difference is thãt white
Slepokurova presented the stinuli to her subjects in random
order, they proceeded tt¡emselves systematical_ly towards the
boundaries. fhe authors also point Õut that their subjects
might have been influence<t by the boundaries of the
psychological phonemes .

Before reviewing the experj.ments a few cornments on the
authors' choice of targets must be made. According to the
texÈ the folLowing segments were presented to the subjects as
targets for phoneme identification: Iu, o, o, í, e], i.e. the
same vowels as those allegedly used ãs stimuli for the
perception tests reviewed in Section 13 above. In reality the
stimuli were the spoken narnes of the Clrillic letters V , o,
å., I and u (i.e. [u, o, a, e, +]). This can tre seen from the
plotting charts, where these very letters are used. to signify
the respon€res. No formant values for the target vowels are
gíven. To provide the reader with an approximate conception
of tbe vowel gualities concerned I give here the freguencies
for Fl and F2 as reported by Fant (7970, f09) and ilones ín
HalIe (1959, l-51 ff . ):

FL F2

lul
Io]
Ia]
t+l
lel

300
535
750
300
450

625
780

13 00
1480
r625

=å/
=hl

(rant )

(rant)
(Jones - context /at/)
( Fant )

(Jones - context /ep/)

Of the above figures, Fant's values refer to one speaker
whereas ilones' figures are means for three speakers and
calculated for the context indicated. Fant's values for the
vowels [o, ¡, e] - N.B. not used as targets by Balonov and
Deglin - are for FI 70O, 24O, 44O cps and for F2 1080, 2250,
18OO cps respectively. The principal implementations of the
phonemes concerned are accortiing to Jones [u, o, a, i, e] It
should be observed that Bondôrko C a1. (l-966) in the above
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guoted paper claim Russian to possess six linguistic vowel
phonemes, though rrithout explanation or explicitly staÈing
which they are, Presumðbty they found the t¡l and the t+l
variants so salient as to motivate their status as independent
phonemes even linguisticalJ.y. Balonov's an<1 Deglin's choice
of the t +l an¿l Ie ] variants as prototypi.cal targets is
therefore highly questionable anCl may have had a negative
influence on the results eventually obtained from the
investigation.

12 patients were used as subjects for the experiments,
They were tested before and after 27 unilateral ECTs, 13 on
the left and 14 on the right side of the brain. The
46 stimuli were recorded on täpe and presented monaurally to
the subjêcts with an interval of 2 seconds between each item
at a level of 40 dB above the threshold.

The control tests revealed the same general regularities as
already observed in investigations on normal subjects by
öistovið and her colleagues (Ko¿evnikov c ðistovið 1965¡
ðistovið Ig72). The phoneme boundaries turned out to be
rectilinear and largely paral-lel to the Fl and F2 axes, and
common to different pairs of phonemes (cf, Figures 10 and It).
T'here \¡ras some variation in phoneme boundaries, both
interindivitiually and intrainilividually. Normalty this varia-
bility did not exceed I00 cps, though in some cases the
variation for the F2 boundaries could be more than 200 cps.
This variation, however, is commonly encountered in normal
subjects both with respect to the perceptual areas and the
specific formant freguencies of different vowels.

Neither left nor right hemisphere inactivation affected the
average formant positions. On the other hand there occurred
remarkabl,e differences with regard to the magnitude of
uncertainty, Thus after Ieft hemisphere treatment both the
uncertainty of formant perception and the range of the areas
of uncertainty grew eonsiderably, Tlre fluctuations were
random an¿l multidirectional, and their amplitude rose
considerably as compared with the control test's. They \"/ere
most outspoken in the regions close to F2. Such differences
rtere noticed both for the group as a \,¡hole and individually.
The fluctuations were typical àlso of individuals v¡ho dirt not
show noticeable inconsistencies in the control tests before
t-he treatment. AnotÌìer peculì_arity observed with dysfunc-
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tional left hemisphere was the character of the responses.
Ouite generally the patients had difficul-ties in identifying
the stimuli as representatives of specific phonemes. This
happened very frequently with stimuli close to the phoneme
boundaries and often l-ed to the subject's refusal to fulfill
the task. Instead he tried to imitate the stimulus and, it
should be observed, was generally successful in his imitation.

Such information is intriguing. Ho!,rever, it does not .make

the evaluation of the authors' propositions any easier. For
if a large proportion of the subjects actually refueed to
ans\.rer properly or ¿lid not understand the task, then the
indeÈermÍnacy âlleged to follow from left hemisphere inacti-
vatíon might come from the investigators themselves and not
necessarily from the investigated subjects. Tlle failure to
complete the task satisfactorily could just aa welL be
explained with reference to reduced abitity to interpret the
experimenters' verbal instructions as from reduced ability in
categorical digcrimination. Moreover, if the imitations Ìrave
been included in the data as instances of uncertainty and the
authors thuÊ themselves Ìrave determinedl the identifícation by
interpreting the imítation, then the claim that the phoneme
boundaries become less sharp as the areas of uncertainty
increase after left hemisphere treatment could well be
erroneous. Unfortunately, the authors do not tell us hoqr they
classífied such responses.

After right hemisphere Èreatment the picture was quite
different. fhe phonême boundaries became clear-cut for
different subjects, and the individual boundaries fluctuated
fess. Íhe majority of the subjects did not reveal_ any
fluctuatíons at al-1. Many of the stimuli yietded identical
responses from ail investigated subjects. In some cases there
was no overlap at all bet\rreen categories as can be seen from
Figure 1I. T'here vras no tendency to imitate and those
patients who ?rad tried to ímitate the quality of the stimulus
after left ECT now classified the stimul-i as representatives
of specific linguistic phonemes without hesitation, ignoring
gualitative differences bet\4¡een the stimuli.

No significant differences between the ears were observed,
neither in the control tests, nor after ECT on either side.
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Íhere is reason to be cautious in evaluating these
experiments, since the authors' claims are not backed up by
any published data. T'he only results given are the plotting
charts, recording different responses by the group of subjects
as a whole, charts of the average phoneme boundaries, charts
of areäs of uncertainty (figure ll), and an identification
curve for the Fl of the p?roneme /"/, clairning lOOt correct
identification v/ithin the Ft range 450-60O cps after right he-
misphereinactivation, approximately 90* correct identifi-
cation in the sa¡ne frequency range before treatment and a
continuarly rising curve for correct identification after left
hemisphere inactivation with a maximum at around gOt positive
responses at a frequency of 60O cps. Hov/ever, it is impos-
sible to judge whether these charts \rere correctJ-y designed.
Nor are the plotting charts and the areas of uncertainty
compatible, as far as I can telI. T-he authors' interpretation
mäy be \¡rel1 founded but since no individual data are
presented, no decisive conclueions can be drawn. There is no
way of checking \"rhether or not Balonov and DegJ.in have read
too much into their results or have let their initial
hypotheses (concerning possible mechanisms underlying the
functions of linguístic as opposed to psychological phonemes)
influence the interpretation of the results.

fheir first conclusion is that pÌ¡oneme boundaries can be
seen as acoustic correlates to perceptually differentiating
features of the vowels: FI closel-y correlated to the dimen-
sion high-low and F2 to the dimension front-back. This
observation is not sensational and has been generally agreed
upon at least since Joos (f948). Balonov and Deglin, however,
go on to claim that F2 position is a more salient feature tban
FI, since F2 discrimination is a species specific cue
(cf. Section 14). r doubt that this really is sor but the
data available do not permit any kind of control. The issue
should therefore be subjected to future research.

Balonov's and DegIin's second concl-usion is equally
challenging but more interestinq. Since thê average positions
of the phoneme boundaries remained unchanged under all
circumstances, while the areas of uncertainty widene<l or nar-
rowed after left ancì right hemisphere FÌCT respectively, they
suggest that the ability to distinguish between different
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voÌ¡rel stimuli at the transitions between specific spectral
maxima is a function neither of the right nor of the left he-
misphere. Tl:ìat is to say, this ís ð non-l,ateraLized feature
of speech perception. T'hey suggest that man is born with an

innate, prefabricated mental- net of phoneme boundaries that is
tíghter than that of any particular language ancl comrnon to all
Ianguages. The meshes of this innate net are responsible for
the psychological phonemes, whereas the contours of the
linguistic phonemês result from some kind of fusion of the
innate meshes accor<ìing to the pãttern or gauge typical of the
specific language. The formation of a system of linguistic
phonemes would then eguate a procedure allotting defínite
values to some of the innate categories to the exclusion of
giving tinguistic significance to others. Subsequently, this
would lead to the ability to ignore gualitative variance
within linguistically defined and determined categories.

They find support for this hypothesis in stevens & al.
(I969). One mi.gtrt al,so cite categorical perception experi-
ments suggesting uniformity in the voice onset time that
infants can attend to (such as Eimas & al. 1971, Eimas 1975'

Morse 1974) for further support for an innate universal
language mechanism. TÎìe hlÞothesis further implies that- the
right hernisphere retains an ability to attend to and perhaps
direct the rest of the brain's attention to features of speech
that are not language-specific, rr¡hereas the left hemisphere is
responsible for processing J-anguage-specific distinctions. In
other v,tords, the right hemisphere "knows" what distinctions
are relevant for human language, but the left hemisphere
chooses and learns the parameters that must be fixed for the
specific language being used.

Although Balonov's and Deglin's conclusions are specu-
lative, they do conform with Kinsbourne's (197I) proposal of a

bihernispheric potentiality for language while simultaneously
adding a new dimension. Not only ¿lo they account for right
hemisphere tàke-over of linguistic functions in apbasia, they
also explain the apparently greater ease with which the rigbt
hemisphere takes over semantic as opposed to syntactic and
phonological functions when the left hemisphere is damagetl.
Intleed, there j.s evidence thât- semantic functions may be less
language-specific than phonological and grammatical functions.
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J.7. PARÀLINGUISTTC AND PROSODTC PERCEPTION

The concl-uding experiments reported in the book were designed
in order to investigate the rol-es of the two hemispheres in
decoding prosodic features in the speech signaL. Íhe
experiments \¡rere divíded into two series, the first of which
was arranged so ígnorantly that nothing whatsoever can be
benefitted from it. Four stimulí, alleged1y taken to
represent a male and a female pronunciation of the phonemes
/a/ and /í/ respectively, were produced synthetically with the
foJ-Iowing fundamental and formant frequencies : L2O, 7OO,

1o8o, 3000 (mate ,/a/) , ]-2O, 25o, 23oo, 3o00 (¡nate /i/), zqO,
82O, 1165, 33O0 (femal,e /a/1, and 24O,3OO, 2900, 33OO (female
/í/r, (r'0, Ff, F2, F3 respectivety). fhe eti¡nuli were
presented to the subjects monaurally at a level 40 dB above
the Lhreshold vtith tl¡r¡o different durations: 3O and 75 msec,
each stimulus beíng repeated tbree times. The subjects had to
determine whether the stimuli could be recognlzed âs
realizations of the phonemes /a/ or /i/ pronounced by a male
or a female voice. 7 patients were investigated before and
after 14 unilateral electroconvulsive stimulations (7 on each
side).

Vowels of durations 30 an¿l 75 msec occur only in a seguence
of several syllables, and can hardly be exâmples of speech
sounds in isolation. li¡evertheless the quality and the pitch
of such signal-s are recognizable as "dutl"/"1ig¡¡" and

"low"/"high" respectively. Thus if one requi.res a subject to
translate these subjective gualities to the parameters'/a/-/i/
and mal-e-fema1e, then, of course, the subject is quite capable
of giving seemingl-y consistent responses. Ho$rever, such
forced responses do not indicate that the subjects in any
factual meaning real1y identify the stimuli with speech sounds
and male and femaLe voíces. Besides, there are more
differences between a typical mâle and a tlpical female voice
thãn those produced by pitch and formant frequencies.

T-he authours - assisted by the same À.V. Baku mentioned in
Section 14 - claim that very significant differences occurred
with dysfunctional left vs. right hemisphere v¡ith respect to
the above mentioned qualities. Thus ãfter left-sided
unilateral ECT the subjects are said to be unable to
distinguísh along the dimension ctulI-1iqht, whereas after
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right-sided ECT they can no longer recognize the ¡lifference in
piteh. ft is impossih'Ie to conclude logically from such dðta
that the right- hernisphere is unable to recal.f linguistic
categories, while the Ieft hemisphere cannot hear the
difference between male ðnd female voices. None the less,
this is the ridiculous conclusion <lrawn by the authors.

'Il¡e seconcl series of prosodic experiments is primitive from
a I inguisf-ic point of view. When investigating prosodic
feat,ures of the speech signal, the nat,ural thing to do is to
take linguistic theories as a point of depãrture. Since the
investigated Ìanguage is Russian, one should therefore expect
references tÕ e.g. Bryzgunova (1969). The authors seem quite
unawâre Õf the existence of linguistic research in the realm
of prosodics, ancl consequently they base their experiments on
random guesses as to v¡hich features of the intonational
pattern of an utterance are linguistically relevant and which
ðre not. ttris does not mean. however, that this series of
experiments is quite as useless as the fi-rst series. But it
sti11 does not ôttain the standard of other experiments
reported in the book.

The experirnents were designed as fo1lows. Two seguences of
meaningless syllables - [an ter fir sol] and Iek mes {o zu] -
were recorded on tape and spoken with exaggerated intonations,
renderíng on the one hand emotional moods ( anger , )oy,
surprise, irritatj-on), on the other grammaticaÌ meanings
(interrogative. imperative, and declarative intonations). Now
it is guestionable whether imperatives in Russian are
accompainetì by an obligatory phonologically salient-
intonational pattern. As for interrogatives. however, thêre
are intonation <lifferences for yes-no questicns, There are,
actualIy, two t]æes of such interrogatives ín Russian, the one
being morphologicalty marked and indicating thôt the speaker
expects a positive reply to a positive question and a negative
reply to a negative question, the ot_her one being signalled
only by intonation and without implying such prior
expectations. À totat of 20 stimuli were recorded in random
or:der. For each phrase the subject had to <letermine \ùhat kind
of paralinguistic or grammatical content \,vðs conveyed by the
intonation. The task turned out to be too clifficult in many
cases . Therefore, $,¡hen no conclusive response coul.d be
obtained at t-he first t-ry, the investigators put a more speci-
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fíc question, e.g. "fs this phrase pronounced in an angry,
joyful, or surprised way? r' . If this was not successful_
eithêr, a plain yes-no guestion \.ras put: "Is there surprise
in this phrase?", "Ts there a guestion in this phrase?',, and
so on. The responses were counted sepðratel-y for correct
ansh¡ers, índependent answers, answers to alternative and to
straight questions, and also refusals ("f don'È know", ,,I
don't understand"). Simul-taneously the lateney of the correct
ansvrers r¿as measured. In some of the experiments the patiènts
also had to imitate the stímulus. A totaf of 9 subjects were
investigated before and after 18 unj.lateral- ECTs (9 on each
side).

Neither the control nor tÌ¡e post-seizure tests revealed any
significant differences between tÌìe ears. In all conditions
it turned out that imitation of intonational contours r^¡as

consíderably harder than identification. In the control tests
the patients managed to imitate correctly about haLf of the
examples.

lVith dysfunctional right hemisphere the identification of
intonational patterns decreased considerably ( from 77 t 2 to 47
t¿t correct identificatíons). No individual figures arê
given. However, it should be observed that an unspecified
number of patients \¡rere not affected by the treatment, whereas
other patients vrho had had no difficulties in fulfilling the
tasks in the control tests now became totally disorientated
and lost their identification ability. They listened
carefully to the "phrases", but ended up with shrugqing their
shoulders and expressing utter ígnorance. fhey answered
typically with utterances like "Very hard to say", ',I don't
know", "f don't understand", "Difficul-t to catch", and so otì.
Very often they símp]y declared that they coul-d not find any
differences between the stimuli. They all sounded alike.

fhe deterioration also showed up in a dramatic decl-ine in
the number of independent responses. Even wíth help the
patients del-ivered their anst^ters with hesitation and
uncertainty. T'lxe ability to imitate the stimulí also
decreased considerably. Usually the patients simpty refused
to try to imitate. In the few instances where they eventually
made an attempt, they failed vrithout exception. That is to
say, even if they could make a correct identification, they
stil.l lacked the accurate control- of the motor mechanisms
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needed for prorlucing intonational contours.
Ialith dysfunctioning left hemisphere, the identificat.ion

ability was tretter than in the control. test and rose to 90å
correct identifications. The subjects even began to recogni.ze
intonation t)æes thêt they eould not ídentify before the
treat-ment. Ttrere was no clifference between the ears and
practically no refusals occurred. fhe ímprovement \lvas

observed in 6 of the 9 cases.
In the initial stêges, the responses were hampered by

dysphasic disturbances, but once these had passed over the
pð.tients began to give independent and correct identifi-
cations. In addition the fatency of the responses decreased
as compared with that of the control tests.

Grammatical intonations were generally identified better
than emotional intonations bÕth before and after ECT and
indepenilently of which side of the brain thãt \,/as inactivated.
The decline in ident-ification ability was by and large the
same for the two types of stimuli. Only with regard to the
number of spontaneous, independent responses was there a

significant difference after right hemisphere treatment in
favour of grammatical intonations, but all types of responses
taken together yield the same result: there vras no difference
in overall. ability bet¡reen the two hemispheres in interpreting
intonations conveying primarily emotive connotations or
expressing linguistic distinctions. The authors conclude from
this specific experiment that the right hemisphere alone is
somevrtrat better in identifying intonations than the two
hemispheres in cooperation, and, vice versa, that the left
hemisphere is inferior to the right one in intonation
identi fication.

fhis is a little surprising. since we would have expected
intonat.ions rendering grammatical functions to be less
affected by right hemisphere ECT than those signalling moods.
AII available dãta - incluiling ottler research by Balonov and

Deglin - unequivocally point to the fðct that it is language,
ratÌ¡er than the acoustic stimulus alone, thðt is lateralized.
For certain kinds of grammatical information it seems that
pitch and tone modulation ãre just as effectively handled by
the left half-cerebrum as "segmental" properties of the speech
signal. For exâmple, Haggðrd & Parkinson (197I ), using
ciichotic listening techniques, showerl that when pitch was used
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linguistically to distinguish voiceless consonants from voiced
ones, a right ear advantãge resufted. Simjlarl.y Van Lancker &

Fromkin (f973) found that recognition by the right ear was
superior for Thai words when pitch was the import-ant cue (Thði
is a tone language), while hummed pitches corresponding to the
same words shor/r'ed no ear dif ference.

It is possible that Balonov's and Deglin's failure to find
lateralized differences between grammatical and emotive
intonations is due to the clumsy design of their experiments.
On the other hand, the results are consistent \"/ith previous
investigations of sentence intonation. In tr¡¿o excellently
designed dichotic listening experiments, Blumstein & Cooper
(1974) found a left ear advantage for intonation contours
serving Jinguistic function. fhey found the explanation for
this phenomenon, as constrasted to the contrary observation of
Van Lancker & Fromkin (1973), in the nature of word accent and
sentence intonation contours in the linguistic message.
Aceent contours distinguish individual words, whereas
intonation contours distinguish different sentence types
(Blumstein & Cooper I974, 155f. ). They therefore conclude
that the right hemisphere is directty involved in the
perception of intonatj-on contours. and that normal l-anguage
perception j-nvolves the active participation of both
hemispheres.

This is also Balonov's and Deglin's conclusion. fhey claim
that prosodic features of speech are especially connected with
the activity of the right hêmj-sphere. This applies both tÕ
the perception and production of prosody, since right
hemisphere inactivation typically produces dysprosoclic
disturbances - dysphonia and even globat aphonia. For this
reason they find it justifiable to speak of a specific
prosodic component of grammar, using a clifferent channel and,
conseguently, having a different neurological foundation from
the verbal component.
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18. CONCLUSIONS

The final chapter of Balonov's and Deglin's book summarizes
the content of the previous chapters, highlighting the most
important findings and hypotheses. More specifically they
linger upon the role of the right hemisphere in speech
perception as a filter or a back-grounding device, which at
the same time puts the linguistic percept into focus and

interferes with or inhibits the efficacy of the Ieft
hemisphere in its work as a speech analyst, However, since I
have discussed this model faj-rIy exhaustively above, I will
conclude my review with some personal comments of my own.

My initial purpose in writing this review was simply to
give linguist colleagues a survey of a piece of neuro-
psychological work I considered reIêvanÈ for linguistic
research. As I penetrated different issues, more and more de-
tails turned out to be problematic in a way that I could not
foresee from the very beginning.

Firstly, f became concerned over the ethical question. Let
me sðy at once thðt already after the first reading of the
book I felt uneasy about the authors' ethical standards. My

initial suspicions v/ere at first the expression of the
layman's usual aversion to FCT as medical treatment rather
than the result of rational considerations. I ãccepted.
ho¡,vever, the authors' assertion that the treatment was
necessary and medically motivated. T'hen while I was

considering the aphasic disturbances following from unilateral
ECT f realized that I had to study the seizure technique and
its ethics more thoroughly. Having done so, I became aware of
the difference between Western and Soviet practice and that
unilateral electrocovulsive treatments not followed by
generalized, bilateral cerebral epileptic seizures are of
doubtful therapeutic vaIue, It is not clear from the book
whether the authors have deliberately sought to limit the
seizure to one hemisphere only, but that this is probably the
case is inplicit in indirect evidence given by Traugott
(1979). Balonov and Deglin ought therefore explain factually.
step by step. exactly how they proceeded. Otherwise they
cannot be cleared from the suspicion of performing unethical
experiments on human beings.
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My second problem concerns the reliabílity of ECT ôs ã
metbod for selectively inactivating one hemísphere. Although
it is technicall-y possible to produce unílateral (hemispheric)
or focal seizures, thís does not necessarity imply that one
can get such distinct differences bet\¡,reen thê hernispheres as
Balonov and Deglin claim to have obtained. At least d'El_ia
(personal eonmunicatÍon) does not believe it to be possible,
and other psychiatrists have expressed their scepticísm. They
criticize especially the allegedly inituced aphasia (Sections
4-5'r. fhey point out that even though transient aphasia may
occur after ECT, this is only one component in a more complex
phenomenon that they sirnply label as post-seizure confusion.
lI'hey ínsist it is practically impossible to distinguish
dysphasic disturbances from impairment of consciousness and
conceptual disor<ler. AlI features are hopelessly intermingled
(cf. d'Elia I97O, 83). Moreover, incoherent language occurs
during sleep or following intoxication by drugs or alcohol,
without the same person being classified as aphasic. So qrhy

should the 6ame not be true of patients knocked out by
electrícal current? ÌVith regard to the so-called
chronological regression (Section 5) d'Elia gueries whether
the patient simply isn't dízzy, half asleep and confused
rather than inflicted by a distinct pathological syndrome. f
am inclined to believe in the inherent correctness of
Balonov's and Deglin's observations, but I admit that there
are difficulties and that they should bê kept in mind.

T-he t\¡¡o points just considered, the ethical guestíon and
the guestion of the reliabilíty of the results made me doubt
the value of publíshíng this review at all. f am faced s/ith a
moral dilemma, because whichever rr¡ay I turn, f will be an
accessory party. Moreover, my initial purpose in writing the
revielr¡ has barely been fu1filled. It nolv deals more v¡ith
neuropsychology and less with linguistics than f originally
intended.

The reason why I have nevertheless decided to publish are
the following. I have done my best to give an unbiassed pre-
sentation without excluding praise or embarrassing critícism.
I am convinced the review gives a true picture of the content
of the book and the initíated reaCer should be able to take a
personal stand on what is presented. In addition I have
contrasted ancl compared the results and the discussions with
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other data drawn from a wide cross section of works in
neuropsychology, psychopathology, and psycholinguistics.
Hopefully, this complementary information might contribute to
a better understanding of the relations between cerebral
structures and language.

In spite of the neuropsychotogical bías in the review, I
consider the Èopics treated above to be highly relêvant for
linguistics proper ' I say this because it is quite
meaningless to construct linguistic theories without taking
neuropsyclÌology, psychopathology, and, it should be adde<l,

neurol.ogy into due consideration. It is a common vice of
modern linguistics' even among such representatives as claim
Iingui-stícs to be a branch of biology, that considerations of
this kind are not entèrtained.

At the same time, neuropsychology is, ín many respects,
quite ðs immature and speculative a science as linguistics
ever has been. It is important not to take neuropsychological
assumptíons or hl4)otheses to represent some kind of truth or
even indisputable scientifi.c facts. Consider how uncritically
a linguistic concept such as "deep structure" has been

transposed into psychology, psychoanalysis and education,
where it takes on a new meaning, only to be brought back into
I inguistics in the guise of a "proof" for the alleged
existence of the animal in question. The danger that this
coutd happen to neurolinguistics is always imminent. The

neuropsychologist must learn to distinguish which Iinguistic
structures really are possible or relevant, before starting to
test neurological correlates of linguistic concepts.
Conversely, the linguist must learn something of what
neuropsychology really is about in order to help the
neurÕpsychologist pose meaningfut guestions about biologically
<Jetermined features of language. Not least important, the
linguist himself must learn what questions and propositions
are reasonable, given the present state of knowleilge of the
human brain.
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